
ABSTRACT 

CAMPBELL, CAROLINE LLOYD. The Effects of Food Structure and Texture on Oral 
Processing and Satiation. (Under the direction of Dr. E. Allen Foegeding.) 
 

Food texture plays a key role in regulating human eating patterns. Dynamic sensory 

perception and individual preferences for specific tastes and textures have been reported to 

influence the speed and trajectory of food consumption, feelings of satiation and satiety, and 

overall food intake. The aim of this project was to 1. develop and characterize a model food 

system representing a spectrum of real food textures, 2. develop a method to track tongue 

movement in vivo during oral processing, 3. characterize and compare the oral processing 

patterns of a range of food textures, and 4. determine the impact of food texture upon 

satiation, satiety, and ad libitum food intake. An iso-caloric, whey protein-based model food 

system was developed to spanned a wide spectrum of food textures and characterized via 

rheological profiling and a trained sensory panel. A tongue tracking methodology was 

developed, calibrated, and validated by modifying a magnetic jaw tracking system to follow 

the movement of a magnetic proxy glued to a subject’s tongue. Oral processing behaviors 

were characterized by recording muscle activity and jaw and tongue movements while 12 

subjects consumed four whey protein model foods as well as three protein-fruit purees with 

or without oat particulates. A human clinical trial (n = 24) was also conducted to evaluate the 

impact of the texture of a pre-lunch snack upon subsequent reported satiation and satiety and 

ad libitum intake.  

The model food system developed here consists of 11% protein, is iso-caloric and iso-

volumetric, and includes textures ranging from a fluid, thin and thick semisolids, and soft, 



intermediate, and firm solid gels. The tongue tracking method was developed by exchanging 

a traditional jaw-tracking magnet for a small circular magnet that was glued to the tongue; 

the method and MATLAB analysis software was calibrated in silico and ex vivo to account 

for inconsistencies imposed by tongue rotation. The tongue tracking equipment and 

developed software demonstrated accuracy within 0.2-4 mm for movements with limited 

tongue rotation within a practical oral processing space but requires additional modifications 

to reduce error to acceptable levels. Measurement accuracy decreased with increasing 

magnitudes of translational and rotational movements.  

Oral processing patterns of protein-fruit purees found no significant differences 

between the control and puree with added fat. However, a puree with added oat particulates 

required significantly more time and muscle, jaw, and tongue effort, indicating that food 

particles may play a greater role in determining eating patterns than the continues phase. 

Subjects could be clearly segmented into fast and slow eaters but total tongue movements 

appeared to be independent of eating speed. Parameters of eating time, number of chews, 

muscle activity, and jaw and tongue movements significantly increased with increasing food 

viscosity or firmness. Whey protein model food textures were significantly differentiated by 

jaw movements but tongue movements only differentiated between fluid-like and solid-like 

foods. Wide variation was observed across subjects: slow eaters utilized larger tongue 

movement ranges and more jaw and tongue cycle repetitions than fast eaters across all food 

textures. These observations may indicate individual differences in acceptable food particle 

size at swallow or that slow eaters extend and modify their eating behaviors in search of a 

more desirable texture. No significant differences were observed in appetite ratings or lunch 



ad libitum intake following consumption of model food snacks of different textures; 

however, ad libitum intake in the following three hours increased with increasing snack 

viscosity or firmness. This research provides deeper insight into physiological eating 

patterns, the effects of oral processing on caloric consumption, and establishes a framework 

for the multi-disciplinary use of model food systems.   
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A B S T R A C T

Food consumption is determined by a range of factors that contribute to satiation, which ends a meal, and
satiety, which determines time between meals. Food structure and texture contribute to satiation and
satiety; however, the precise mechanisms are not fully established. The time required for oral processing
has been shown to influence satiation/satiety, but the roles of physiological elements of oral processing,
such as muscle activity, jaw movement, and tongue movement, remain to be established. Relationships
among food structure, texture, oral processing, and satiation/satiety are discussed in reference to
designing foods to maximize the contribution of food structure to satiation/satiety.
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1. Introduction

A growing world population combined with global climatic
changes has urged society to critically evaluate the agriculture-

food continuum. The relatively new concept of “food security” is a
primary consideration in order to feed 9 billion people by 2050
(Godfray et al., 2010). Ideally, this would be accomplished by
sustainable increases in agricultural production with foods that
supply the ideal amount of nutrients ! preventing the problems of
insufficient nutrients and also inhibiting the over consumption of
nutrients. The latter is an immediate problem manifested in
obesity rates of 36% in the US and 13% globally (Weight-Control
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ABSTRACT

Perceptions of food quality, acceptability and satiety are often driven by food texture.

It is hypothesized that food texture alters satiety by adjusting eating rate and
enjoyment; however, few studies have evaluated wide ranges of food textures with

standardized nutritional compositions. The goal of this study was to formulate and

characterize a set of isocaloric, macronutrient-matched model foods with varying
textures. Six distinct food textures were produced by varying the extent and type of

aggregation of 11% whey protein isolate solutions. Textures were grouped into fluid-

like (fluid, thin and thick semisolids) and solid-like (three soft solid gels) based on
rheological and sensory properties. Increasing sample mechanical stiffness coincided

with increasing cohesiveness in fluid-like textures and decreasing cohesiveness in

solid textures; total oral manipulations increased with increasing stiffness. Trends in
sensory cohesiveness reflected that solid textures are fractured with the molars while

fluid-like textures are manipulated by tongue and jaw movements. These model

foods demonstrated properties in the range of commercial food products. They are
applicable to investigating structural mechanisms responsible for texture and satiety.

A scheme was developed that outlines structural breakdown and coinciding

perception of textural properties during oral processing.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Understanding the multidisciplinary relationships among food structure, texture,

sensory perception, satiety and nutrient availability are fundamental in the

formulation of healthy and enjoyable food products. However, the selection of
products to evaluate the role of food structure upon texture and health is often

difficult due to variations in macronutrients, total calories, and sample volume.

This research provides a nutritionally standardized model food system that spans a
textural spectrum of fluids, semisolids, and soft solids. The basic model foods

presented here can be used to establish fundamental relationships between food

structure and physiological outcomes. Additionally, these model foods can easily
be reformulated to represent more complex structures (e.g., mixed gels, emulsions)

or to evaluate the effects of added flavor or color.

INTRODUCTION

Food texture is a major consideration in the design of food

products, as it impacts perceptions of quality and is a key

driver of food consumption patterns (Szczesniak 1990).

Knowledge of how food structure determines texture can be

used to guide reformulation of products (such as fat, sugar

or salt reduction), to target products for specific market seg-

ments (e.g., elderly, vegan, gluten-free), or to develop textures

for consumers with particular likes and dislikes (e.g., culture-

specific preferences). Additionally, food structure and texture

impact digestion efficiency and nutrient availability

(Macierzanka et al. 2012) and the perception of satiation and

Journal of Texture Studies 47 (2016) 377–391 VC 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. 377

Journal of Texture Studies ISSN 1745-4603
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3.1 ABSTRACT 

Lubrication is an important factor in the sensory evaluation of food products. 

Tribology provides a theoretical framework and instrumental methods for evaluating 

frictional properties between two moving surfaces and the lubrication behavior of products 

between these surfaces. Relating frictional measurements to sensory properties detected 

during oral processing requires careful and pertinent choices in surface materials and testing 

conditions. The aims of this study were to investigate 1. differences in lubrication behavior of 

a range of food textures and 2. the differences between linear and elliptical movement and 

added saliva to understand the contribution of food structure to friction. Six whey protein 

model food samples, ranging in texture from fluid to semisolid to soft solid, were analyzed 

using a pin on disk tribometer to determine the coefficient of friction across a range of sliding 

speeds. The samples were analyzed in their initial form and post-oral processing (n = 4) in 

both linear and elliptical movements. Elliptical movement slightly decreased coefficients of 

friction and extended the shape of the friction curve. Increases in test food viscosity 

decreased the coefficient of friction but differences in viscosity were not apparent when test 

foods were mixed with saliva. Data correction for viscosity shifted the friction curves 

horizontally, indicating that lubrication had a greater impact upon friction than viscosity. 

This study provides initial insights for further comparison of linear and elliptical movement 

with a variety of sample compositions.  
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

 Food oral processing is the sum of processes involved from placement of a portion of 

food in the mouth until swallowing. However, oral processing is highly dynamic and difficult 

to measure in vivo. Tribology – the study of friction between two interacting surfaces and the 

lubrication of products in between these surfaces – is common in the fields of mechanical 

engineering and material science. Within the last decade, tribology has been applied to food 

products (Malone et al. 2003; Stokes et al. 2013). Of particular interest is the use of tribology 

to correlate instrumentally-measured frictional properties with human sensory evaluation 

(Chen and Stokes 2012; Prakash et al. 2013). Because texture stems from molecules and 

mesostructures, tribology can provide a link to understand how food structure and frictional 

properties throughout oral processing contribute to perceptual parameters, such as creaminess 

and smoothness, and how they contribute to food preference.  

The coefficient of friction (COF) is the measured tribological parameter of interest, 

defined as the frictional force divided by the applied normal load (Chen and Stokes 2012). 

The coefficient of friction is contingent upon the type of surface, normal load, sliding speed, 

contact area, and temperature (Prakash et al. 2013; van Aken 2010) and is visualized in the 

Stribeck curve. The shape of the COF v. speed curve is visually divided into three regions: 

the boundary regime, where asperities are in almost complete contact, the mixed regime, in 

which portions of each surface are in contact, and the hydrodynamic regime, in which a thin 

fluid layer fully separates the surfaces. The coefficient of friction reaches a maximum within 

the boundary regime and a minimum at the transition between the mixed and hydrodynamic 

regimes (Prakash et al. 2013).  
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van Vliet et al. (2009) classifies foods into four physical forms: fluids, semisolids, 

soft solids, and hard solids, based upon their rheological and sensory properties. These initial 

food textures determine the approach and/or extent of oral processing required to prepare a 

bolus suitable for swallowing. Incorporation of saliva alters food viscosity (via 

dilution/mixing and enzymatic activity), affects emulsion droplet aggregation, initiates 

nutrient digestion, and knits food particles together for safe swallowing (Foegeding et al. 

2015; Stokes et al. 2013). Shear rates within the mouth are estimated to vary between 10-100 

s-1 (Shama and Sherman 1973), while oral and tongue speeds have been estimated to be 

between 10-200 mm/s during eating and 5 mm/s during swallowing (Gao et al. 2013; 

Hiiemae and Palmer 1999; Malone et al. 2003; Prinz et al. 2007; Steele and Van Lieshout 

2009). Oral processing is also estimated to apply loads between 0.01 and 90 N (Miller and 

Watkin 1996; Sasaki et al. 2011); additionally, tongue pressure may be as important as 

applied load (Hori et al. 2015). Variations in tribological shear rates and applied loads shows 

that coefficients of friction decrease with increasing speed and pressure (Malone et al. 2003; 

Moore 1975; Prinz et al. 2007) and are impacted by the addition and type of saliva (e.g. 

stimulated v. unstimulated) (Bongaerts et al. 2007; Prinz et al. 2007). Correcting for 

variations in sample viscosity also impacts the COF v. speed curve: when viscosity is 

accounted for, COF curves have been demonstrated to collapse into a master Stribeck curve 

(Bongaerts et al. 2007; de Vicente et al. 2005, 2006; Myant et al. 2010). 

Frictional forces between instrumental surfaces, a measure of lubrication, vary 

significantly among surface types and food products of differing compositions (Chojnicka-

Paszun et al. 2012; De Wijk and Prinz 2006). Food particles interact with multiple surfaces 
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during oral processing, including the lips, teeth, tongue, cheeks, upper palate, and mix with 

saliva (Chen and Stokes 2012; Foster et al. 2011). The polymer polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) is considered a representative, reproducible, and readily available substitute for oral 

tissue (Bongaerts et al. 2007; Dresselhuis et al. 2007). Although it is smoother, less wettable, 

of higher elasticity, and has different effects on emulsion coalescence when compared to 

pig’s tongue, PDMS is the closest biological model to a human tongue (Dresselhuis et al. 

2007). 

Most tribological studies on foods to date rely upon linear or rolling rotary 

movements. However, recent studies showed that the actual movement of the tongue is more 

elliptical than linear (Maksimovic-Damjanovic et al. 2014). The goal of this study was two-

fold: 1. to compare the effects of food texture on friction and 2. to compare the frictional 

factors obtained from linear and elliptical movement patterns of pin on disk tribology, with 

and without the addition of saliva. All measurements were conducted under relevant oral 

processing conditions (speed and contact pressures) using a PDMS-silicone tribopair.   

 

3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.3.1 Sample preparation 

Whey protein isolate (WPI) (BiPRO, 93.2% protein, dry basis, nitrogen x 6.38) was 

acquired from Davisco Foods International, Inc (Le Sueur, MN, USA). Protein content was 

69.2% β-lactoglobulin, 30.8% α-lactalbumin, and negligible bovine serum albumin or 

glycomacropeptide based upon total peak area in reverse phase HPLC analysis as by 

Wagoner et al. (2015). The elemental content of WPI was determined by inductively coupled 
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plasma atomic emission spectroscopy and found to contain 0.06% P, 0.77% K, 0.08% Ca, 

0.04% Mg, 1.31% S and 0.69% Na. Additional materials for solution formulation included 

food-grade sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), 

deionized water, and Food Lion (store) brand imitation vanilla flavor and Harris Teeter 

(store) brand iodide-free NaCl purchased locally (Raleigh, NC, USA). 

The WPI model foods used were formulated and characterized previously by 

Campbell et al. (2016) with slight modification. The 11% protein solutions were formed into 

various physical states by varying solution pH (6.1-6.9), ionic strength (0-30 mM added 

NaCl), or heating time (0-30 min at 80°C). The present study added an unheated thin fluid 

(F1) to the existing thick fluid (F2), thin and thick semisolids (SS1, SS2), and two soft-solid 

gels of increasing firmness (G1, G3; G2 was excluded) (Table 3.1). Samples were prepared 

as in Campbell et al. (2016); briefly, 22% protein WPI stock solutions were prepared in 

deionized water, solution pH was adjusted using 1N NaOH or 1 N HCl, equilibrated at 4°C 

overnight, and degassed in a vacuum desiccator for one hour prior to heating. Solution 

aliquots of 30 g were poured into glass tubes (19 mm internal diameter × 180 mm long) that 

were closed with rubber stoppers on the bottom and coated with food grade silicone mold 

release (Price Driscoll Corp., Waterford, CT) (Barrangou et al. 2006). Tubes were covered 

with aluminum foil to prevent evaporation and were heated in an 80°C water bath for 0-30 

min, cooled at room temperature for one hour and stored overnight at 4°C. Each treatment 

was equilibrated to room temperature for an hour prior to analysis. 
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Table 3.1 Formulation of WPI-based model structures 

Sample pH 
NaCl 
(mM) 

Vanilla 
flavor 
(%) 

Heat 
time 
(min) 

Thin fluid (F1) 6.9 - 1.5 0 
Thick fluid (F2) 6.9 - 1.5 5 
Thin semisolid (SS1) 6.9 - 1.5 15 
Thick semisolid (SS2) 6.4 - 1.5 30 
Soft solid (G1) 6.1 - 2.0 30 
Firm solid (G3) 6.1 30 3.0 30 
 
 
 
3.3.2 Rheological characterization 

Viscosity profiles of the fluid and semisolid model foods were determined using a 

rheometer (MCR 302, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) at 20°C. The fluids (F1, F2) were 

evaluated using a cup and bob attachment (bob diam: 26.659 mm; cup diam: 28.940 mm) and 

the semisolids (SS1, SS2) were evaluated using a cone and plate attachment (cone diam: 

49.94 mm; angle: 0.994°; truncation: 100µm). Viscosities across a range of shear rates were 

determined in triplicate via a logarithmic shear rate ramp performed using an up ramp (0.01-

200 s-1) followed by a down ramp (200-0.01 s-1) with 10 measurements per decade. The 

up/down ramp was performed twice per replicate. 

3.3.3 Tribology 

 Tribology measurements were conducted using a pin on disk Bruker UMT TriboLab 

(Billerica, MA) in a reciprocating drive configuration using a one dimensional force 

transducer. Samples were tested using a tribo-pair consisting of a silicon rubber bottom drive 

(4 x 59 x 45 mm) and a PDMS round bottom upper probe (diameter: 7 mm). The PDMS 

probe (Sylgard 184 Dow Corning, USA) was prepared at a mixing ratio of PDMS:cross-
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linker 10:1; resulting in an elastic modulus of 3.5 MPa (van Stee et al., 2017). The PDMS 

probes were prepared in a sand blasted mold to increase the roughness of the surface. The 

typical size of the asperities was 5 to 10 µm (Dresselhuis et al., 2007; van Stee et al., 2017). 

The elastic modulus of the silicon rubber was 0.7 MPa (van Stee et al. 2017). Materials were 

placed between the tribo-pair with a constant load of 0.5 N, which corresponded to a contact 

pressure of around 45 kPa (van Stee et al. 2017). The frictional coefficient at varying 

oscillatory speeds was measured in both linear and elliptical motions. For both motions, the 

bottom drive oscillated 25 mm with an amplitude of 12.5 mm at increasing oscillatory 

frequencies of 0.1-2.0 Hz (average speed 7-140 mm/s) for linear movements or 0.25-0.75 Hz 

(average 7-56 mm/s at most linear segment of oscillation) for elliptical movements 

(consistent elliptical motions could not be maintained at frequencies greater than 0.75 Hz) 

(van Stee et al. 2017). To achieve an elliptical motion, the top probe was also oscillated a 

total distance of 6 mm perpendicular to the bottom surface. Each sliding speed was 

maintained for 10 oscillation cycles and the coefficient of friction (COF; friction force 

divided by load) was reported as the average of these 10 cycles. Measurements were 

conducted in triplicate at 20°C; a new PDMS probe and silicon rubber bottom surface were 

used for each sample and cleaned with ethanol and water prior to testing.  

The soft solid gels (G1, G3) could not be tested as-is due to their inability to remain 

between the tribo-pair. However, all model foods were tested with added saliva via in-vivo 

chew and spit preparation. Linear and elliptical measurements were conducted with 250 µg 

and 500 µg samples, respectively. The COF is reported as a function of sliding speed (mm/s) 

and as a function of a friction parameter (viscosity x speed / load) to approximate a Stribeck 
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curve. To calculate the friction parameter, the viscosity vs. shear rate data from the rheometer 

was converted into viscosity vs. speed data using the dimensions of the rheometer geometry. 

The infinite viscosity of each model food was extrapolated from this curve. Because shear in 

the tribological contact space is very high, the infinite viscosity was determined to be the 

most relevant representation for calculation of the friction parameter. 

3.3.4 Chew and spit sample collection 

 Four subjects (23-31 yrs) exhibiting healthy dentition participated in chew and spit 

experiments. Prior to sample collection, panelists refrained from eating or drinking (except 

water) for 2 hours. Panelists were instructed to first rinse their mouth with water. For saliva 

collection, subjects spit 5 ml of saliva (natural salivation) in a small plastic cup and again 

rinsed their mouth with water. For chew and spit collection, each subject orally processed a 5 

g aliquot of the model food, and expectorated the sample into a clean sample cup with a lid. 

Oral processing was standardized among panelists to ensure test foods were adequately 

processed for tribology testing: fluids (F1, F2) were swished in the mouth 1-2 times, 

semisolids (SS1, SS2) were swished in the mouth with the tongue 6 times, and the soft solids 

(G1, G3) were chewed 40 times.  

 

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.4.1 Rheological characterization 

 As shown in Figure 3.1, shear rate sweeps of viscosity showed overall increases in 

viscosity across the model foods on the order of F1 < F2 < SS1 < SS2. All model foods 

exhibited shear thinning behavior, though F1 and F2 viscosities stabilized above 10 s-1. The 
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viscosity of SS2 was one magnitude larger than that of SS1 at low shear rates; however, SS2 

exhibited more extensive shear thinning and SS1 and SS2 had similar viscosities at high 

shear rates. These results are in line with viscoelastic characterization of these model foods 

published by Campbell et al. (2016). 

 

 
Figure 3.1. WPI model food viscosity as a function of shear rate 
 
 
 
3.4.2 Comparison of linear and elliptical tribology 

 Accurate and repeatable elliptical movements could only be tested within a limited 

range of speeds (7-56 mm/s) compared to linear movements (7-140 mm/s). However, this 

range of speeds is still within the representative range of average tongue speeds during oral 

processing (Gao et al. 2013; Steele and Van Lieshout, 2009). Standard deviations across 

speeds, repeated oscillations, and test foods were calculated to be 0.005 for linear movements 

and 0.016 for elliptical movements. For both linear and elliptical movements, measured COF 
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correlated negatively with the viscosity of the test food. As shown in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b, 

the COF across a range of sliding speeds decreased on the order of SS2 < SS1 < F2 < F1. 

Within the range of speeds measured, all curves remained in the mixed regime and only F1 

and F2 encompassed both the boundary and mixed regimes during elliptical analysis, 

consistent with van Stee et al. (2017). For test foods measured as is (no chew and spit), the 

COF of linear movements (0.38-0.68) were significantly higher (statistics not shown) than 

elliptical movement (0.31-0.62) at the same sliding speeds.  

Model foods that underwent oral processing displayed contrasting trends to those 

obtained from as-is analysis (Fig. 3.2c and 3.2d): COF values were positively correlated with 

test food viscosity and gel firmness when orally processed and mixed with saliva (F1 = F2 < 

SS1 < SS2 < G1 < G3). Linear COF values of fluid and semisolid foods appeared only in the 

mixed regime while gelled test foods (G1, G3) covered the boundary and mixed regimes. 

However, elliptical COF values of gelled test foods plateaued or slightly increased, 

mimicking the trajectory of the saliva sample, appearing both in the boundary and mixed 

regimes. The G1 and G3 COF values are likely more representative of saliva and, to a lesser 

degree, the WPI solids dissolved within saliva rather than of the larger, comminuted gel 

pieces generated during oral processing. Linear COF values (0.57-0.67) were also higher 

than COF values derived from elliptical movement (0.51-0.61). This may be due to the 

deformation of the PDMS probe during linear and elliptical sliding: the probe is deformed in 

only one direction during linear movement but is deformed in two directions during elliptical 

movement. The difference in COF between linear and elliptical sliding was not observed for 

measurements between a soft (PDMS) and hard (glass) surface, indicating that the 
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deformability is origin of the difference in COF (van Stee et al, 2017). A second difference 

between the linear and elliptical movement is the extension of the boundary regime in the 

case of the elliptical movement. Extension of the boundary regime is the result of an 

extended contact between the two surfaces, which resulted from the two-dimension 

movement and deformation of the surfaces. This extension of the boundary regime is in 

agreement with the observation of Dresselhuis et al. (2007), who observed an extension of 

the boundary regime when using more deformable surfaces in a linear movement. More 

deformable surfaces also resulted also in an extension of the contact and thereby to an 

extension of the boundary regime. 
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Figure 3.2. Frictional coefficients of WPI model foods evaluated in original form (a/b) or 
following oral processing (c/d; n = 4) across a range of sliding speeds in linear and elliptical 
movement 
Connecting lines do not indicate continuous data but are provided to guide the eye. 
 
 
 

The COF of saliva was consistently lower than the model foods at low sliding speeds 

and higher at high sliding speeds; oral processing occurs at low tongue speeds of 

approximately 25 mm/s, indicating that the model foods decreased the lubricative ability of 

saliva. Vardhanabhuti et al. (2011) observed similar frictional behavior for saliva, classified 

as within the boundary regime. However, Prinz et al. (2007) reported that unstimulated saliva 
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exhibited lower COF values than stimulated saliva. Because the saliva harvested in the 

present study was unstimulated, the COF of stimulated saliva may be closer to that of chewed 

and spat samples. Chew and spit observations provide a comparison to experiments 

conducted by Selway and Stokes (2014) in which COF values increased following addition 

of custards of varying fat contents to a tribometer pre-coated with salivary films. Though 

model foods in the present study were orally processed and thereby mixed with saliva, losses 

in lubrication (increases in COF values) for chewed and spat WPI foods are similar to those 

observed in Selway and Stokes (2014).  

Lower COF values for fluids and semisolids post-oral processing are likely due to 

easier and more extensive dissolution and mixing with saliva. Kokini (1987) suggested that 

slipperiness is related to the inverse of the sum of viscous and frictional forces. Because the 

model foods had identical protein concentrations and contained no particulates, the 

texture/viscosity should be the driving factor for differences in lubrication (Liu et al. 2016). 

Research to date shows that low COF values correlate with increased sensory ratings of 

slipperiness, smoothness, and creaminess (Chojnicka-Paszun and de Jongh, 2014; Sonne et 

al. 2014), thus one could hypothesize that these WPI fluids and semisolids may be perceived 

as more smooth and/or creamy than their gelled WPI counterparts.  

 Food viscosity impacts perceptions of smoothness, slipperiness, and creaminess 

(Chojnicka-Paszun and de Jongh, 2014). As shown in Figure 3.3, correction for sample 

viscosity shifted the COF vs. speed curves to the right with increasing viscosity. This 

correction collapsed the COF plots into a partial Stribeck curve, encompassing the boundary 

and mixed regimes. This is consistent with previous literature. Numerous groups have 
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demonstrated that correction for sample viscosity collapses COF plots into a master Stribeck 

curve that encompasses the boundary, mixed, and hydrodynamic regimes (Bongaerts et al. 

2007; Chojnicka et al. 2008; Myant et al. 2010; de Vicente et al. 2006). The incomplete 

Stribeck curve shown in the current study may be due to the inclusion of semisolid textures 

in addition to fluids. Alternatively, Liu et al. (2016) showed that frictional behavior of starch 

dispersions and emulsions shifted to the right and/or changed in shape with changes in 

composition but didn’t collapse into a master curve to encompass all regimes of the Stribeck 

curve. For the present model foods, horizontal curve separations along the x-axis 

(speed*viscosity/load) indicate that lubrication and viscosity are independent factors and that 

lubrication impacts the measured friction coefficient more than sample viscosity.  
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Figure 3.3. Coefficient of friction of WPI model foods (without oral processing) as a 
function of the friction parameter (viscosity x speed / load) across a range of linear and 
elliptical sliding speeds 
Lines do not imply continuous data and are provided to guide the eye. 

 

3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

 This study provides an initial look at elliptical tribology as well as an analysis of 

frictional behavior in model foods differing only in physical properties. Frictional behaviors 

of model foods were better differentiated in their original form than after oral processing and 

incorporation of saliva. With the exception of the firmest WPI gel, the coefficient of friction 

curves of model foods converged into almost identical curves after mixing with saliva.  

 Friction measurements during elliptical movements were significantly lower than 

those during linear movements. Frictional behavior during elliptical movements also 

encompassed a wider range of tribological regimes (boundary and mixed) than linear 

movements (mixed). Based on the erratic movements of the tongue during oral processing, 

elliptical tribology may more accurately replicate the shape of tongue movements during oral 
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processing. Though elliptical tribology provides a contrast to linear and rotary tribology, 

these movements need to be compared across a wider range of sample types (particle type 

and size, fat content, and others) and correlated with sensory parameters (smoothness, 

slipperiness, mouthfeel etc.) in order to better understand how different in vitro movements 

relate to in vivo oral processing and sensory perception.  
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CHAPTER 4: 
Development of a novel method to quantify tongue movement 

during oral processing of fluid and semisolid foods 
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4.1 ABSTRACT 

Tongue movements are an essential part of oral processing and food texture 

perception. The aim of this study was to establish a novel adaptation of existing technology 

to measure tongue movement in vivo during food consumption. We adapted three-

dimensional magnetic jaw tracking equipment to measure translational and rotational tongue 

movements while simultaneously measuring masticatory muscle activity (via 

electromyography). The system was calibrated in silico using a magnetic finite element 

model and modular transformation to ensure that the change in magnet size did not adversely 

impact measurements of translational movements and to correct for the effects of tongue 

rotation. Calibration data were used to generate MATLAB code for analyzing in vivo 

recordings. The system was validated using a test fixture that allowed for precise ex vivo 

linear and rotational movements within the apparatus sensor array for comparison to data 

collected from the measurement system. For in vivo testing, the magnet was attached to the 

tip of the tongue using a periodontal tissue adhesive and tongue movement was recorded 

while 12 subjects consumed fluid and semisolid yogurt products. For a hypothetical oral 

space of 48,000 mm3, the tongue tracking measurement errors were unacceptably high (1-

25%). Linear measurements during tongue rotations less than 25° were accurate to 0.2-3.2 

mm; measurement accuracy decreased with increasing magnet rotation and magnitude of 

movements. In vivo tongue tracking successfully discriminated variation in tongue activities 

during consumption of yogurts with and without particulates and exhibited tongue rotational 

ranges of 20-70°. This study is the first to adapt a 3-D magnetic jaw tracking system to 

record both translational and rotational tongue movements during oral processing and the 
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first method of any kind to quantify, and correct for, tongue rotation. Future modification of 

the data analysis software is planned to decrease the measurement error to an acceptable level 

(<5%). Combined with muscle activities and jaw movements, tongue behavior provides 

greater insight into oral processing behaviors during consumption of fluid and semisolid 

foods.  
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

 Food oral processing is a dynamic activity that serves multiple purposes, including 

preparation of food for safe swallowing, initial digestion and nutrient release, and hedonic 

enjoyment. Tongue movement is an invaluable component of oral processing, particularly for 

fluid and semisolid foods that require little chewing. The tongue aids in breakdown and 

dissolution of food particles, development of the bolus during chewing, movement of the 

bolus during transport and swallowing, and provides perceptions of texture and taste. 

Understanding the trajectory of tongue movements during oral processing and its relationship 

to texture perception is important in the development of new and modified food products 

(e.g. fat or sugar reduction). Additionally, it can provide insights and rehabilitation 

approaches for individuals with eating limitations brought on by age or medical conditions 

(e.g. dentures, dysphasia) (Aslam and Vaezi, 2013; Hudson et al., 2000; Kohyama and 

Mioche, 2004; Werthmann et al., 2015).   

While many groups have evaluated the jaw-muscle activity and movements required 

to break down solid foods (Brown et al., 1998; Çakir et al., 2012; Kohyama and Mioche, 

2004), few studies have attempted to monitor tongue movements during the processing of 

fluid and semisolids. The majority of tongue movement methodologies are found in the fields 

of articulography and deglutition, the study of speech and swallowing, respectively. 

Electromagnetic articulography (EMA) is a popular technique where wired sensors are glued 

to a subject’s tongue, lip, and/or jaw and electromagnetic movements are recorded as the 

subject speaks pre-determined words or sounds (Goozee et al., 2000; Steele and Van 

Lieshout, 2004; Steele et al., 2012). In relation to food oral processing, Steele and Van 
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Lieshout (2009), Yao (2014), and Maksimovic-Damjanovic et al. (2014) utilized 

electromagnetic articulography to study movements during water swallowing or oral 

processing. Similarly, Dromey et al. (2006) adapted a magnetic jaw tracking system to 

measure tongue movement (rather than jaw movement) during speech; however, none of 

these groups have measured or accounted for tongue rotation.  

 To date, the most common approach to measuring tongue movement during food oral 

processing is to examine the compression of food and/or the tongue against the hard palate. 

The majority of this literature focuses on tongue movement during swallowing of samples 

varying in texture or final bolus consistency. Hori et al. (2006), Hayashi et al. (2013), and 

Yokoyama et al. (2014) all utilized a swallow scan system, consisting of a sheet of 5 to 7 

pressure sensors that is attached to the upper palate. These pressure measurements have been 

collected during consumption of solid food samples, focusing on palate pressure at different 

points in the chewing cycle (Hori et al., 2006), during bolus compression and swallowing 

(Hayashi et al., 2013), and to examine differences in oral strategies such as squeezing or 

mastication (Yokoyama et al., 2014). Additional tongue tracking approaches during oral 

processing include ultrasonography (Gao et al 2013) and videofluorography (Taniguchi et al., 

2013). Of these approaches, only videofluorography and EMA track the exact movements of 

different points of the tongue, while the remaining techniques use indirect measures to 

extrapolate the position or muscle activity of the tongue or bolus.  

 While videofluography and EMA can directly measure tongue movement during 

eating, both have significant drawbacks that can impede data collection and/or oral 

processing. Videofluorography applies lead markers to the tongue, teeth, and oral tissues or 
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requires lacing food samples with barium (Ozaki et al., 2010; Taniguchi et al., 2013), while 

EMA sensors are attached to wires that protrude from the mouth (Maksimovic-Damjanovic 

et al., 2014; Steele et al., 2012; Yao, 2014). In addition to being invasive, most tongue 

tracking methods are also expensive, require extensive data analysis or modeling, and no 

methodologies to date have separated tongue rotation from translational movements or 

evaluated the error imposed by tongue rotation upon measurement of translational 

measurements. The present study aimed to develop a less invasive method that could 

accurately measure tongue movement in real time during oral processing in conjunction with 

masticatory muscle activity and jaw movement. In our approach, we adapt an existing 

magnetic jaw tracking device by affixing a magnet to the tongue rather than the jaw. 

Moreover, we provide the first effort to separate linear movements in three dimensions from 

rotational tongue movements during oral processing. 

 

4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.3.1 Equipment adaptation 

The tongue tracking method developed here is based upon the Jaw Tracker headgear 

system (JT-3D, BioResearch Inc., Milwaukee, WI), which measures mandibular movements 

in vertical, anterior-posterior, and lateral directions via a magnet placed on the lower incisors. 

The JT-3D uses an array of eight magnetic field sensors to measure the 3-D movement of a 

magnet within the area bounded by those sensors (Jankelson et al., 1975). This magnet serves 

as a single-point proxy to track the movement of the object of interest (e.g., jaw). While the 

JT-3D is designed to measure jaw movement, we modified the equipment and methodology 
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to measure movement of a magnet attached to a single point on the tip of the tongue. A small 

circular neodymium magnet (4 mm diameter x 1.5 mm height; 4,022 Gauss surface field; 

axial magnetization; Bhmax 52 MGOe) (K&J Magnetics, Pipersville, PA) was selected to 

replace the rectangular jaw magnet traditionally used for jaw tracking. This magnet was 

small enough that it could be easily affixed to a subject’s tongue, did not interfere with 

required tongue movements (e.g., folding etc.), but still exerted a magnetic field that could be 

sensed by the JT-3D apparatus (Figure 4.1). 

The JT-3D apparatus and recording software relies on an assumption that the jaw 

experiences no rotation. However, the tongue can rotate or twist significantly in both sagittal 

(side to side) and frontal (front to back) directions during oral processing. Thus, in addition 

to movements in three dimensions (supero-inferior [SI], antero-posterior [AP], medio-lateral 

[ML]), this modified methodology was designed such that tongue rotation could also be 

monitored. Figure 4.2 shows the five axes of tongue movement identified for tongue 

tracking. However, because the original software was not designed to account for magnet 

rotation, the development of a tongue tracking method required calibration testing to 

determine whether data transformation was required to correct for rotational movements. 

Calibration testing also allowed us to assess whether changes in magnet size and location 

generated accurate data.  
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Figure 4.1. Rectangular jaw magnet (left) and circular tongue magnet (right) used in oral 
processing data collection 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2. Coordinate axes of tongue movement in translational (x, y, z) and rotational (Rs, 
Ff) dimensions 
 
 
 
4.3.2 Method calibration and validation 

4.3.2.1. In silico 

To compensate for the effect of magnet rotation on the measurements of linear 

translations, a magnetic finite element model was constructed using Finite Element Method 

Magnetics (David Meeker, Waltham, MA). The finite element model calculates the magnetic 

field strength at each of the eight sensors in the JT-3D Jaw Tracker given a magnet’s location 

and rotation (Figure 4.3).  In reality, the location of the magnet moves in space during oral 
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processing and the location of the JT-3D sensors remain constant. Theoretically, however, 

the changes in detected magnetic field can be calculated by virtually moving either the 

magnet or the sensors. For simplicity, the sensors were moved in virtual space and the 

changes in detected magnetic field strength at each sensor were calculated. Changes in the 

strength of the detected magnetic field are represented by changes in color in Figure 4.3. A 

secondary in silico modular transformation was performed by introducing different inputs 

(hypothetical changes in coordinate movement) into the algorithm and ensuring that the 

hypothetical detected output was as expected (i.e. changes in movement of input and output 

were identical). 

 
 

 
Figure 4.3. An example image from the finite element model demonstrating the magnetic 
field strength of the virtual tongue tracking magnet (black dot). The magnetic field detected 
by the JT-3D sensors are represented by colors correlating with their magnetic field tesla 
value in the key 
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4.3.2.2. Ex vivo 

Direct calibration used an ex vivo test fixture (Figure 4.4) that held the magnet 

centrally within the headgear measurement range. The test fixture allowed for independently 

controlled movements of the magnet on three translational (SI, AP, ML) and two rotational 

axes (frontal, sagittal). Known movements in each direction were made to determine the 

accuracy of the software for linear measurement in the three translational and two rotational 

dimensions and to determine whether magnet rotation impacted the output data of known 

linear movements. First, the magnet was moved in 10 millimeter increments in SI, AP and 

ML directions with no rotation of the magnet. Second, to determine the effect of magnet 

rotation on translational movements, the magnet was moved in 10 millimeter increments in 

SI, AP and ML directions while it was held in a rotated position of 25, 50, or 75 degrees. 

Calibration movement increments were selected both to adequately cover the range of 

anticipated tongue movements during oral processing and to allow for efficient, effective, 

and reasonable data collection time for the technician. The recorded data were then processed 

by the MATLAB analysis application to ensure that it correctly compensated for rotational 

movement. All movements were recorded in triplicate. Accuracy is reported in the form of 

root-mean-square deviations (RMSD), indicating the difference between the estimated value 

and the observed value (Karduna et al., 2001) as well as in percent error. Five percent error is 

the established threshold for method validation; however, it is important to note that the 

technician could only ensure movements within 0.5 mm of the calibration distance. Thus, 

user error contributed more to errors calculated for small magnitude movements (e.g., 10 

mm) more than to larger movements. 
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Figure 4.4. Calibration test fixture for tongue tracking: magnet placed in center black holder 
with individual movement axes and rulers (a) and moved in 3-D and rotational directions 
within the magnetic field generated by the headgear (b). Data was recorded and sent to a 
computer during movement and subsequently analyzed to determine accuracy of equipment 
and data analysis methodology 
 
 
 
4.3.3 In vivo oral processing procedures 

4.3.3.1. Subject recruitment 

Twelve subjects (11 females and 1 male; aged 19-35 years) were recruited and 

screened for oral health and complete dentition (except for third molars or wisdom teeth), 

with class I type molar occlusion. Participants did not have a history of gum or periodontal 

disease and had no major dental treatments, including braces, surgery, dental extraction or 

restoration, for six months prior to the study. No participants exhibited pain or sound (i.e. 

grinding, popping, or clicking) in their temporomandibular joints during chewing. No 

participants were trained in food textural evaluation. The study was conducted in accordance 

with the North Carolina State University Institutional Review Board (#3759) and participants 
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gave voluntary informed consent to participate. Participants attended a preliminary training 

session to ensure they were comfortable with the experimental setup, equipment, and test 

foods. Data collected during this training session included electromyographic activity of the 

jaw muscles and maximum jaw and tongue mobility to ensure that all subjects had 

unrestricted jaw and tongue movement. No data from this session were analyzed.  

4.3.3.2. Tongue movement 

For tongue tracking, a dot was marked 3-4 mm from the tip of the subject’s tongue 

with gel paste food dye (AmeriColor, Placentia, CA) and the small circular magnet (4 mm 

diameter x 1.5 mm height) (K&J Magnetics, Pipersville, PA) was glued on the colored dot 

using a dental tissue adhesive (PeriAcryl, GluStitch Inc., Delta, BC, Canada) (Figure 4.5).  

 
 

 
Figure 4.5. A subject during an experimental oral processing session connected to the JT-3D 
jaw tracking headgear to measure jaw or tongue movement and electromyography (EMG) 
electrodes to measure jaw-muscle activity. Inset: the tongue tracking magnet glued to the tip 
a subject’s tongue 
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4.3.3.3. Data Collection 

 Subjects participated in one 60-minute session during which each sample was 

consumed in quadruplicate. The first duplicate recordings measured jaw movement and jaw-

muscle electromyography (EMG) and the second duplicate recordings measured tongue 

movement and jaw-muscle EMG (muscle and jaw activities are not reported in the present 

study). Subjects were seated in an upright position and asked to remain still and avoid 

unnecessary body movements during recordings. During a session, two initial EMG data sets 

were recorded in BioPak software (BioResearch Inc., Milwaukee, WI): 1) the subject sat still 

and relaxed (to ensure limited background noise in the electromyographic channels) to 

determine baseline EMG levels and 2) while chewing gum to serve as a control between 

sessions (Çakir et al., 2012). Subjects were video recorded during consumption of the test 

samples, which were presented in 5 g aliquots on a spoon. Upon a signal from the technician, 

subjects were instructed to eat as normally as possible by placing the spoon in their mouth 

and removing the sample from the spoon with their lips as they pulled the spoon out of their 

mouth. Data were collected as the subject put the sample in their mouth, processed, and 

swallowed the sample. After swallowing, subjects gave a thumbs up signal to indicate they 

were done eating. Because data recording began prior to the beginning of oral processing 

(transport of sample into mouth), the technician pushed a trigger when the subject removed 

the spoon from their mouth. The trigger, recorded simultaneously with the EMG, placed a 

voltage marker in the data recording so the start of each event could be identified for 

analysis. The complete experimental set-up is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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4.3.3.4. Test foods 

 Test foods were purchased from a local grocery store (Harris Teeter, Raleigh, NC) 

and selected to represent a range of fluid and semisolid food textures (thick fluid, semisolid, 

thick semisolid with particulates). All samples were fermentation-based dairy foods and 

included: a strawberry flavored kefir beverage (K, fluid) (Lifeway, Morton Grove, IL), a 

smooth-style strawberry lowfat yogurt (Y, homogeneous semisolid) (Yoplait, Minneapolis, 

MN), and a mixed berry Greek yogurt containing ancient grains and fruit pieces (G+O, 

heterogeneous semisolid with particles) (Chobani, Norwich, NY). Commercial yogurts were 

selected in strawberry or mixed berry flavors and had similar calorie contents to minimize 

differences in subject sample liking.  

4.3.3.5. Data processing 

 Both calibration and aggregate data analysis was performed in MATLAB graphical 

programming software (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Each ex vivo or in vivo recording was 

input into MATLAB and the data set was cropped first at the trigger (time 0) and at the end 

of the recording (for in vivo, when the digastric muscle functions returned to baseline for the 

final time). The digastric muscles were used as an endpoint of oral processing because they 

are often indicative of movements related to swallowing (Inokuchi et al., 2014; Palmer et al., 

1999).  

In vivo oral processing recordings were output as aggregate summaries of peak, 

average, and total values for muscle and jaw or tongue movement (the MATLAB program 

included both tongue and jaw analysis options). Jaw and tongue movements for in vivo 

measurements were reported in the context of a complete oral processing sequence, starting 
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from placement of the sample in the mouth until the final swallow and are means across all 

subjects and replicates for each sample treatment. Tongue movements were separated into 

mean translational (SI, AP and ML) and rotational (sagittal and frontal) movements and 

reported as ranges of movement, total movement, and maximum and average tongue 

velocities. Jaw movements were quantified as mean range of movement, total mean 

movements, and maximum and average jaw velocities in SI, AP and ML dimensions. 

Reported terms also include eating duration and number of chews when chewing cycles were 

clearly identifiable.   

4.3.4 Statistical Analysis 

 Statistical analysis of treatment means (aggregate data) was performed using JMP 

12.0 (SAS, Cary, NC). Significant differences among test samples were determined using a 

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honestly significant differences at an 

experiment-wise error rate of α=0.05. A repeated measures experimental design was used, 

with random effects included for subject and subject-by-treatment interactions.  

 

4.4 RESULTS 

4.4.1 Method calibration 

The standard JT-3D capture software measures the translational axis with the 

assumption that the rotation of the magnet has a negligible impact on the magnetic field. 

Given the small size of the tongue magnet, and the potential for a greater degree of rotation 

when the magnet is placed on the tongue as opposed to the jaw, this assumption may not be 

valid. Thus, two in silico methods were used to compensate for magnet rotation within data 
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processing and analysis. Ex vivo testing was then conducted to confirm that this analysis 

generated outputs that matched test movements in real time and space.  

A finite element model generated data to show how the detected magnetic field 

strength changes with magnet movement in three translational directions and two rotational 

directions. This information was used to calculate a slope for movements in each of three 

dimensions (SI, AP, ML) to correct for errors in linear movement estimates due to magnet 

rotation. The slopes for each dimension are shown in Table 4.1. These slopes were 

incorporated into a transformation matrix algorithm within a MATLAB data analysis 

application that served to adjust the measured positional data to actual linear movement 

magnitudes based on the variance in the assumed magnetic field produced by the measured 

magnet rotation. This MATLAB code is available for use by request. 

 
 
Table 4.1. Slopes used to correct for magnet rotation during translational movements  
Dimension Slope (tesla/mm) 
Supero-inferior (SI) 4.397 x 10-8 

Antero-posterior (AP) 1.637 x 10-7 

Medio-lateral (ML) 3.325 x 10-7 

 
 
 
4.4.2 Method validation 

4.4.2.1. Three dimensional movements 

To test the accuracy of the MATLAB analysis code generated from in silico 

calibration, magnet movements were recorded using the test fixture in three dimensions, with 

and without magnet rotation. For each known movement in three dimensional space, root-

mean-square deviation (RMSD) values were calculated to represent differences between 
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predicted values (i.e., known movement distance) and observed values (MATLAB output). 

Table 4.2 shows the recorded output values and root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) from 

the known input movement. The magnitude of distances tested in each dimension were 

selected to encompass a greater range of movements than would be expected during oral 

processing. These practical tongue movement ranges started from an idealized center (i.e., 

comfortable resting positon) of the oral cavity and encompassed ± 20 mm (SI), ± 30 mm 

(AP), and ± 40 mm (ML).  

 For all practical purposes, the recorded movements from the MATLAB software 

developed here were accurate within 0.2-5 mm (2-26%) of the actual movement. The 

magnetic tracking system is most accurate when the magnet is near the center of the sensing 

matrix and accuracy decreases as the magnet moves from this center point. As expected, 

RMSD values (accuracy) decreased as the magnet moved away from the center in SI and ML 

dimensions (Jankelson et al., 1975). Very low RMSD values were observed throughout the 

range of AP movements, indicating that the tongue tracking method is most accurate in this 

dimension. RMSD values were also very similar for corresponding distances in positive and 

negative directions. Though movements were recorded in triplicate, the technician could only 

guarantee movements within 0.5 mm of the target; thus, percent errors of 5, 2.5, and 1.7% 

were deemed acceptable for 10, 20, and 30 mm movements, respectively. It is likely that part 

of the deviation in the output is due to inherent technician error. 
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Table 4.2. Average recorded movements, root-mean-square deviations (RMSD), and percent 
errors for movements of known distance in three dimensional space. All data in millimeters. 

Input (mm) SI 
RMSD 
(% error) AP 

RMSD  
(% error) ML 

RMSD 
(% error) 

-40 - - - - 46.8 6.9 (17%) 
-30 - - 31.2 1.4 (4.6%) 33.0 3.3 (11%) 
-20 19.9 0.5 (2.5%) 22.3 2.3 (11.5%) 21.9 2.2 (11%) 
-10 8.7 1.5 (15%) 12.6 2.6 (26%) 10.6 0.7 (7%) 
10 9.9 0.2 (2%) 12.2 2.4 (24%) 11.0 1.1 (11%) 
20 15.9 4.3 (21.5%) 21.2 1.3 (6.5%) 21.4 1.5 (7.5%) 
30 - - 30.7 1.0 (3.3%) 32.3 2.4 (8%) 
40 - - - - 45.1 5.2 (13%) 

 
 
 
4.4.2.2. Rotational movements 

 As with isolated 3-D movements, the magnet was also rotated in isolated sagittal and 

frontal directions with no translational movement to determine the measurement accuracy for 

rotational movements. The magnet was rotated in 25° increments from 0-75° in sagittal and 

frontal directions. Sagittal rotation indicates rotation of the tongue to the side (left or right) 

while frontal rotation indicates rotation forward and backward. The technician could only 

ensure movement within 2 degrees of the target; thus, percent errors of 8, 4, and 2% were 

deemed acceptable for rotations of 25, 50, and 75 degrees, respectively. As shown in Table 

4.3, accuracy decreased with increasing rotation. Rotations under 50° were accurate within 

0.5-4.1 degrees while accuracy decreased significantly for 75° rotation. 
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Table 4.3. Average recorded rotations and root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) for 
rotations of known distance in three dimensional space. All data in degrees 

Input Sagittal 
RMSD  
(% error) Frontal 

RMSD  
(% error) 

25 27.0 2.4 (9.6%) 27.0 2.8 (11.2%) 
50 49.7 0.5 (1%) 47.6 4.1 (8.2%) 
75 60.4 14.6 (19.5%) 57.6 17.5 (23.3%) 

 
 
 
4.4.2.3. Effects of magnet rotation 

Oral processing of fluids and semisolids require limited tongue rotation; however, 

consumption of solid foods may generate particles, requiring more frontal and sagittal 

rotation of the tongue during bolus formation and clearing of particles stuck to the teeth. 

Thus, RMSD values were also calculated to determine the extent to which rotational 

movements impacted measured translational movements. Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6 show the 

effects of 25, 50, and 75-degree magnet rotation in sagittal or frontal dimensions upon 

RMSD values of translational movements.  

As observed in translational movements without magnet rotation, RMSD values 

increased with increasing magnitude of movement (from the center of the sensing apparatus), 

regardless of the magnitude of magnet rotation. RMSD values also increased (and accuracy 

decreased) with increasing magnet rotation (0 < 25 < 50 < 75 degrees) in both sagittal and 

frontal planes. Measurements under 25-degree magnet rotation deviated less than 5 mm from 

the actual movement, exhibiting high accuracy (except for maximum SI and ML 

movements). SI and AP RMSD values were higher during frontal rotation than for sagittal 

rotation. ML movements exceeding 30 mm exhibited large deviations from the actual 

movement (>20 mm). Additionally, an inconsistency was observed in 75-degree frontal 
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rotation during lateral movements (Figure 7f): RMSD values remained constant or decreased 

from 30 to 40 mm of movement. Overall, accuracy appeared to decrease with increases in 

linear movements and magnet rotation. However, error rates incurred by 25 degree rotations 

within movement ranges of ± 30 mm were generally low, estimating translational movements 

to within 0.2-3 mm. 

 
 
Table 4.4. Root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) of three dimensional movements as 
impacted by magnet rotation 
  Sagittal Frontal 
 0° 25° 50° 75° 25° 50° 75° 
Vertical        
-20 0.5 1.1 7.1 14 2.5 6.2 16 
-10 1.5 0.5 2.6 6.6 0.5 3.2 6.3 
10 0.2 1.8 4.7 7.1 2.2 5.0 7.8 
20 4.3 9.0 14 16 11 15 18 
Anterior-posterior 

  
  

   -30 1.4 0.6 7.0 17 2.3 12 23 
-20 2.3 1.3 2.8 10 3.2 6.0 15 
-10 2.6 1.4 0.5 4.1 1.3 1.2 9.5 
10 2.4 0.7 1.0 4.7 1.4 1.4 3.7 
20 1.3 0.4 3.2 12 0.9 3.2 11 
30 1.0 0.7 6.6 18 1.1 6.6 17 
Lateral   

  
  

   -40 6.9 0.7 13 26 3.4 6.8 14 
-30 3.3 1.3 12 21 0.3 11 21 
-20 2.2 0.7 8.5 15 1.0 7.7 15 
-10 0.7 0.6 4.5 6.8 0.2 3.2 6.8 
10 1.1 0.4 3.1 7.3 0.3 3.4 7.2 
20 1.5 0.9 6.3 15 0.5 7.3 15 
30 2.4 2.9 9.9 22 1.4 7.7 22 
40 5.2 2.4 14 29 11 18 23 
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Figure 4.6. Root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) of SI, AP and ML magnet movements 
measured with 0, 25, 50, or 75 degrees of sagittal (a, c, e) or frontal (b, d, f) magnet rotation 
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4.4.3 In vivo testing 

4.4.3.1. Raw data recordings 

 In vivo experiments were conducted to ensure the methodology could dependably 

track the tongue movements that occur during real-time oral processing and to confirm that 

the magnet could withstand dynamic oral conditions during feeding. Fluid and semisolid 

dairy products of increasing viscosity containing soft and hard particulates were selected 

because they required varying magnitudes of tongue movement to disrupt, dilute and 

transport the milk gel. Figure 4.7 displays a graphical example of the raw sample output 

(recorded per millisecond) from five recorded channels (SI, AP, ML, frontal rotation, sagittal 

rotation) while one subject consumed a spoonful of Greek yogurt with added oats (G+O). All 

channels were zeroed at the start of oral processing; positive and negative values represent 

bi-directional movement from the center starting point (i.e. up/down, front/back, left/right).  
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Figure 4.7. 3-D (a) and rotational (b) tongue movement data recordings for a single 
consumption event of a Greek yogurt with added oats 
 
 
 
4.4.3.2. Differentiation of fluid and semisolid foods 

The tongue tracking method developed here was able to statistically differentiate 

among the test foods on a number of parameters (Table 4.5). Significant differences were 

observed among all test foods for eating time, number of identified chews, and sagittal and 

frontal average velocities. The remaining parameters segmented the three test foods into 

those with (Greek + oats) and without (kefir, regular yogurt) hard particulates. These foods 
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were clearly segmented in all dimensions except for SI movements. G+O required 

significantly more three dimensional and rotational movements than regular yogurt and kefir; 

however, no significant differences were observed in tongue movements between regular 

yogurt and kefir, except for average rotational velocities. Because additional modifications 

are required to increase the accuracy of the tongue tracking system, the reported 

measurements for each test food represent relative values rather than absolute values of 

movement. 
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Table 4.5. Average tongue activities while eating test foods 
 Test food  

Eating parameter* 
Greek 
+ oats 

Regular 
yogurt Kefir p-value 

Eating time (s) 7.5a 5.1b 3.6c <0.0001 
Number of chews1 4.8a 2.2b 0.80c <0.0001 
Range of movement     
 SI (mm) 12a 9.5a 11a 0.395 
 AP (mm) 65a 22a 23a 0.214 
 ML (mm) 44a 35ab 14b 0.003 
 Sagittal (°) 62a 30b 23b <0.0001 
 Frontal (°) 68a 52b 49b <0.0001 
Total movement     
 SI (mm) 130a 82ab 69b 0.012 
 AP (mm) 413a 155b 109b <0.0001 
 ML (mm) 332a 171b 67b <0.0001 
 Sagittal (°) 461a 187b 114b <0.0001 
 Frontal (°) 686a 331b 216b <0.0001 
Maximum velocity     
 SI (mm/s) 272a 245a 314a 0.550 
 AP (mm/s) 502a 307a 338a 0.306 
 ML (mm/s) 485a 400ab 173b 0.020 
 Sagittal (°/s) 647a 357b 304b <0.0001 
 Frontal (°/s) 892a 570b 486b <0.0001 
Average velocity     
 SI (mm/s) 15a 14a 17a 0.541 
 AP (mm/s) 50a 30b 28b 0.008 
 ML (mm/s) 41a 32a 17b 0.0004 
 Sagittal (°/s) 57a 37b 28c <0.0001 
 Frontal (°/s) 84a 65b 55c <0.0001 
Mean values were determined from 12 subjects eating each test food in duplicate while measuring muscle and 
tongue movements. 
Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of 
variance and Tukey’s separation test with p-values <0.05. 
*Bolded parameters indicate a significant difference among all three test foods. 
1 Total chews based on jaw movements greater than 4 cm corresponding with muscle peaks greater than 100 
mV 
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4.5 DISCUSSION  

The current study evaluated the modification of a magnetic jaw tracking apparatus to 

measure tongue movements during oral processing. This method is the first to use a magnetic 

proxy to measure tongue movement during food oral processing, and more importantly, is the 

first methodology of any kind to separate translational and rotational tongue movements, as 

well as to measure tongue velocity. This method would also appear to be less invasive than 

previously reported methods (e.g. electromagnetic articulography, videofluorography, wired 

sensors) (Steele and Van Lieshout, 2009; Steele et al., 2012; Taniguchi et al., 2013). Though 

not yet a perfected method, we argue this method provides novel insights and a significant 

new utility within the study of oral processing. 

Calibration and validation experiments for this method were conducted within a 

greater tongue movement range than would be expected during oral processing. Few studies 

have estimated the volume of the oral cavity; however, Nascimento et al. (2012) reported an 

average maximum volume (via water displacement) of 72 ml for males and 55 ml for 

females. Our study made the assumption that the tip of the tongue cannot reach the far 

bounds of the oral cavity. Thus, a hypothetical oral space of 20 supero-inferior mm (10 mm 

up/down) x 40 anterior-posterior mm (10 mm forward/30 mm backward) x 60 medio-lateral 

mm (30 mm right/left) (48,000 mm3 or 48 ml) is proposed as a sufficient measurement space 

for most oral processing activities. Calculated measurement errors within this space are still 

unacceptably high (up to 25%), indicating that data analysis requires additional correction 

factors and ongoing calibration.  
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Measurement accuracy decreased with increasing magnet rotation and magnitude of 

movements. Dromey et al. (2006), which developed a similar magnetic tongue tracking 

system for use during speech, reported lower spatial errors than the current study (0.67-0.92 

mm); however, the magnet utilized in Dromey et al. (2006) was slightly larger than that used 

in the current study and did measure tongue rotation or account for errors imposed by magnet 

rotation upon translational measurements. Few other tongue tracking methods have 

conducted validation studies, including those electromagnetic articulography studies 

conducted by Yao (2014) and Maksimovic-Damjanovic et al. (2014) for oral processing.  

A few studies have analyzed rotation and twisting of the tongue surface during human 

feeding but none have quantified the path or total distances traveled by the tongue throughout 

an entire eating sequence (Hiiemae et al., 2002; Mioche et al., 2002; Palmer et al., 1997). 

Thus, it is unknown to what extent the tongue rotates in vivo in sagittal (side to side) or 

frontal (front to back) directions during oral processing of different foods. The current study 

presents an estimated range of 20-70° tongue rotation for dairy fluids and semisolids, which 

translates to 10-35° rotation in positive and negative directions from the initial starting point. 

Magnet rotation was found to impose errors upon translational measurements on the scale of 

0.2-3.2 mm for 25° rotation and 0.5-12 mm for 50° rotation. As a comparison, Dromey et al. 

(2006) found that a 45° rotation of the subject’s head (and effectively of the magnet) led to 

significant changes in lateral measurements (28 mm) with more reasonable impacts upon 

vertical (2.8 mm) and anterior-posterior (4.9 mm) measurements.  

Though practical and semi-accurate within the tongue oral processing movement 

ranges, development of the method presented here required compromises. Unfortunately, this 
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system is not recommended for use with sticky foods such as caramel, which could adhere to 

and potentially remove the magnet from the tongue. While the present system may be less 

invasive that its predecessors, one limitation is its inability to track more than one point along 

the tongue because the interaction of magnetic fields from multiple magnets would inhibit 

accurate data recording. The tongue is not a rigid body and experiences shape changes during 

speech and oral processing (Abd-El-Malek, 1955). Tracking the movement of multiple points 

on the tongue in relation to each other can provide more insight into these dynamic tongue 

conformations. This is one advantage of electromagnetic articulography and fluoroscopy 

over magnetic tracking: data can be collected from multiple (3-6) sensor locations along the 

tongue, from the dorsum to the end of the blade (Maksimovic-Damjanovic et al., 2014; 

Steele and Van Lieshout, 2009; Taniguchi et al., 2013; Yao, 2014). Though the tongue 

tracking methodology presented here is not yet perfect, it can provide valuable empirical 

comparisons of tongue movement among different foods or subjects and establishes a 

foundation for future absolute measurements of tongue movements. 

 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

This study adapted a 3-D jaw tracking system to record both translational and 

rotational tongue movements during oral processing. Measurement accuracy decreased with 

increases in magnitude of movements and magnet rotation. 3-D tongue movements within a 

practical oral processing space were accurate to within 0.2-3 mm but exhibited measurement 

error rates up to 25%. Magnet rotation greater than 50° imposed much greater error upon 

measurements. The tongue tracking method also successfully discriminated among test dairy 
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foods based on eating time and tongue movements and velocities in vivo, although these 

comparisons can only be made in relative terms (rather than as absolute distances of 

movement) due to the current identified error rates of the measurement and analysis method. 

Modification of the data analysis software is currently underway in order to decrease the 

measurement error to an acceptable level (<5%). The equipment is wireless and less invasive 

than similar methods and is the first to quantify and separate tongue rotational movements 

from translational movements during oral processing. This method presents an additional 

physiological measure to better understand movements during oral processing and to 

differentiate among foods varying in textural, flavor, and/or taste properties. It also may 

provide significantly more insight into the oral processing of fluid and semisolid foods, 

which rely more on tongue movements than jaw movements associated with chewing. 

Combined with muscle activities and jaw movements during oral processing, tongue 

behavior may also be useful in both basic and applied research applications to better 

understanding the impact of personal habits and food preferences upon oral processing or 

segmentation of subjects by eating behaviors.   
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CHAPTER 5: 
Oral processing patterns of semisolid fruit purees with  

added fat or oat particulates 
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5.1 ABSTRACT 

Food oral processing patterns are influenced by food composition, sensory properties, 

and hedonic preferences. Individual patterns also may play a key role in food selection and 

intake. The aim of this study was to profile the differences in oral processing patterns among 

three protein-fruit purees varying in composition (control, added fat, or added oats). Three-

dimensional jaw and tongue tracking and electromyography was used to measure 

physiological activities as 12 subjects consumed each puree. Aggregate oral processing 

behaviors were analyzed for differences among purees and among subjects. Eating time and 

number of chews increased as fat, and then oats, were added to the base (control) puree. The 

puree with added oats required 3 times more total muscle activity, 3-4 times more jaw 

movement, and 2-3 times more tongue movement and required wider ranges of activities and 

movements than the added fat or control purees. However, no significant differences in 

eating parameters were observed between the control and added fat purees. Subjects could be 

clearly segmented by eating time and number of chews, yielding groups of “fast” and “slow” 

eaters, but total tongue movement appeared to be independent of eating speed across 

subjects. This study indicates that the presence of food particles may play a greater role than 

the puree continuous phase in determining oral processing patterns. This study represents one 

of the first to comprehensively compare oral processing behaviors during consumption of 

semisolid foods and provides a framework for modeling correlations among consumer 

perceptions, physiological behaviors, and hedonic preferences. 
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5.2 INTRODUCTION 

The study of feeding behavior in mammals is challenging because it encompasses 

several diverse scientific disciplines. With the risk of oversimplification, biologists are 

interested in feeding behavior as a general physiological process subject to a range of 

adaptations among mammals, dental scientists are focused on maintaining healthy feeding 

behaviors, nutritionists view it as the first step in digestion, and food scientists are interested 

in how it produces texture, taste, and odor perceptions and how those perceptions are liked or 

disliked. Establishing links among oral processing patterns, dynamic changes in food 

structure, and perceived texture can aid in food formulation, including the design of foods for 

people with eating limitations, such as dysphagia, or the removal of specific ingredients to 

improve nutritional properties. 

Hiiemae (2004, 1999) provides a biological model that shows stages of mastication 

and food transport within the oral cavity, ending in swallowing. This model outlines the 

formation of a bolus with a safe swallowing consistency. Hutchings and Lillford (1988) 

provided a model based on food texture perception that illustrated the temporal trajectories of 

food structure transformations from starting state into a lubricated bolus through chewing, 

palating, and/or incorporation of saliva. Both models imply that certain food structural 

properties can hinder an individual’s ability to transform the structure into a safe, 

swallowable bolus. Dental science has contributed much to the understanding of individual 

variation in oral processing, with methods for determining masticatory ability and efficiency 

(Boretti et al., 1995). 
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The majority of oral processing investigations have focused on soft or hard solids 

with chewing cycles showing definitive opening, closing, and power-stroke phases, allowing 

for examination by measuring jaw and muscle movements (Brown et al., 1998; Çakir et al., 

2012; Kohyama and Mioche, 2004). However, many common foods are fluid or semisolid 

and do not produce clear phases associated with jaw movement. In general, food textures that 

are similar to that of a swallowable bolus require less muscle, jaw, and tongue activities to 

consume. Thick fluids and semisolids require little to no mastication and instead rely upon 

tongue movements and palating (compression) to disrupt, dissolve, and dilute food structure 

(van Aken et al., 2007). Therefore, to explain perception of textural properties, muscle 

activity, jaw movement, and tongue movement have to be reconciled with coinciding 

changes in food structure. Chapter 4 established a tongue tracking method that paired 

electromyography (EMG) of externally accessible jaw opening and closing muscles with 5-

dimensional tracking of tongue movement during oral processing. The method is based on 

attaching a magnet to the subject’s tongue in order to track translational (3-dimensional) and 

rotational (2-dimensional) movement during eating.  

Few studies have investigated the effects of textural complexity, or variations in food 

particle number and size, upon oral processing patterns. Kim et al. (2015) reported that food 

gels containing small, homogeneous sized particles were chewed less and swallowed more 

intact than gels containing large homogeneous particles. In food gels with heterogeneous 

mixtures of particle sizes, larger particles were chewed preferentially and smaller particles 

were swallowed even more intact. de Wijk et al. (2008) fed subjects a range of semisolid 

custards varying in viscosity, fat content, and particle size and evaluated throat (thyroid 
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cartilage) and temporalis muscle activities via vibromyography, in addition to sensory 

perceptions. Temporalis muscle activity was unaffected by changes in semisolid formulation; 

however, increases in fat content decreased throat muscle activity while addition of small (80 

µm) and large (120 µm) particles increased throat muscle activity (de Wijk et al., 2008).  

The aim of the current study was to profile the differences in oral processing patterns 

among three protein-fruit purees varying in composition (control, added fat, or added oats). 

We hypothesized these variations would modify oral processing patterns and that subjects 

could be segmented by differences in eating time and eating patterns.  

 

5.3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

5.3.1 Materials 

 Three orange-mango flavored, protein-fortified fruit purees were acquired from The 

Hershey Company (Hershey, Pennsylvania, USA). A control puree (C) contained 5.1% 

protein from whey protein isolate and small mango pieces (approximately 13 x 7 mm). The 

control puree served as a base for the two test variables: added fat (F) or added oats (O). The 

added fat puree contained 4.2% fat (w/w) in the form of coconut oil and the added oats puree 

contained 6% steel cut oats (approximately 3 x 2 mm). Exact formulations and processes are 

proprietary.  

5.3.2 Temporal check all that apply (TCATA) sensory evaluation 

Temporal sensory properties of the protein-fruit purees were assessed by trained 

panelists (n=8; 4 males, 4 females; ages 22-35 y) with prior descriptive analysis experience 

(>80 h each). Panelists participated in two 30 min instruction and practice sections prior to 
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beginning data collection. Samples were served in 9 g aliquots at 21°C in lidded 30-mL 

soufflé cups labeled with 3-digit codes and data was collected in triplicate on iPads using 

Compusense Cloud Software (Compusense, Guelph, Canada). Panelists were instructed to 

press the start button, place the entire sample in their mouths via a spoon and to select the 

attributes they perceived throughout consumption of the puree. Panelists could select 

multiple attributes at one time and unlimited selections and re-selections were allowed 

(Castura et al., 2016). The software instructed panelists to expectorate the sample after 60 s. 

Attributes displayed simultaneously included: astringent, cardboard flavor, mango flavor, 

orange flavor, sour taste, sweet taste, chalky/powdery, particulate/soft, particulate/firm, 

semisolid cohesive, viscous/thin, and viscous/thick. Panelists were instructed to select ‘none’ 

when sensations were no longer perceived. Panelists were required to rest for 5 min between 

samples, during which they rinsed their mouth with DI water and unsalted crackers. 

Attributes were not scaled for intensity.  

5.3.3 Oral Processing 

5.3.3.1 Subject recruitment 

Twelve subjects (11 females and 1 male; aged 19-35 years) were recruited and 

screened based on parameters of healthy and complete dentition (except for third molars or 

wisdom teeth) and class I type molar occlusion as in Chapter 4. Briefly, no subjects had a 

history of gum or periodontal disease or major dental treatments for six months prior to the 

study, did not exhibit pain or sound in their temporomandibular joints during chewing, and 

were not trained in food textural evaluation. The study was conducted with approval from the 

North Carolina State University Institutional Review Board (#3759) and subjects gave 
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voluntary informed consent to participate. The experimental setup, equipment, and test foods 

were explained during an individualized preliminary training session. This session evaluated 

subject muscle activity using electromyography and maximum jaw and tongue mobility to 

ensure all subjects exhibited unrestricted jaw movement in vertical (40 mm), anterior-

posterior, and lateral (7 mm) dimensions. No data from this session was analyzed.  

5.3.3.2 Electromyography 

Muscle activity was recorded simultaneously in tandem with jaw or tongue 

movements. Electromyographic activities were recorded as by (Çakir et al., 2012) from the 

left and right sides of the superficial anterior temporalis (AT), masseter (MM), and anterior 

digastric (AD) muscles using a BioEMG II electromyograph (BioResearch Inc., Milwaukee, 

WI). Temporalis and masseter muscles facilitate jaw closing and bring the teeth to occlusion 

while digastric muscle activities facilitate jaw opening and indicate swallowing (Hylander, 

2006). Muscle activity measurement was done by first cleaning the facial area surrounding 

each muscle with rubbing alcohol then each muscle group was palpated and surface 

electrodes (4.5 x 2 cm) (BioFlex, BioResearch Inc., WI) were adhered along the length of 

each muscle. To eliminate background noise from inadvertent body movements, a grounding 

electrode was placed on the subject’s shoulder. Additionally, one EMG channel was 

connected to a Xcitex TTL trigger system (Quantum Technologies, Woburn, MA); this 

trigger was pressed by the technician indicate the start of the oral processing sequence. Each 

electrode was sampled at a rate of 5000 Hz.  
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5.3.3.3 Jaw and tongue activity 

 A Jaw Tracker (JT-3D, BioResearch Inc., Milwaukee, WI) was used to separately 

record both mandibular and tongue movements. To record jaw movements in vertical, 

anterior-posterior, and lateral dimensions, a rectangular magnet (13.5 x 2 x 2 mm) was 

attached to the subject’s lower frontal incisors with a stromahesive (ConvaTec, Bristol-Myers 

Squibb Company, NJ). For tongue tracking, a gel paste food dye (AmeriColor, Pacentia, CA) 

was used to make a dot 3-4 mm from the tip of the subject’s tongue and a small circular 

magnet (4 mm diameter, 1.5 mm height) was glued on the colored dot using a dental tissue 

adhesive (PeriAcryl, GluStitch Inc., Delta, BC, Canada). Adhesive was also applied around 

the edges of the magnet to ensure secure attachment. The JT-3D can only monitor the 

movement of one magnet at a time; thus, jaw and tongue movements were measured 

separately by tracking movement of the jaw or tongue magnet in 3-dimensional space using 

an array of sensors within the JT-3D headgear apparatus. Both jaw and tongue movements 

were measured in conjunction with electromyography. Images of the equipment, 

experimental set-up, and magnets can be found in Chapter 4. Because modifications are 

ongoing to increase the accuracy of the tongue tracking system, the reported tongue 

measurements for each test food represent relative values rather than absolute values of 

movement.  

5.3.4 Data Collection 

 Subjects consumed each sample in quadruplicate during one 60-minute session. Jaw 

movement and electromyography were always measured during the first duplicate recordings 

for each sample while the second duplicate recordings measured tongue movement and 
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electromyography. Jaw and tongue recording order wasn’t randomized because the small 

amount of dental adhesive remaining on the subject’s tongue following tongue magnet 

removal was believed to impact their subsequent textural perception. During recordings, 

subjects were seated in an upright position and asked to remain as still as possible and to 

avoid unnecessary body movements. After application of muscle electrodes, an initial 

electromyographic data set was recorded with the subject still and relaxed to ensure 

background noise in the electromyographic channels was limited. A muscle and jaw data set 

was recorded while the subject chewed gum to ensure all channels were recording properly. 

Upon a signal from the technician, subjects placed a 5 g aliquot of the test sample into their 

mouth via a spoon. Data was collected as the subject put the sample in their mouth, 

processed, and swallowed the sample. The technician pressed a trigger attached to the EMG 

when the subject removed the spoon from their mouth to indicate the beginning of oral 

processing within the data recording. After swallowing, subjects gave a thumbs up signal to 

indicate they were done eating.  

5.3.5 Data Analysis 

 Data was cropped and analyzed using MATLAB graphical programming software 

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) as in Chapter 4. Muscle activities were calculated using a root 

mean square (rms) calculation and by integrating the area under the electromyographic curve 

(AUC) of each muscle (Hylander, 2006). Muscle activities for each subject were individually 

scaled for each muscle to minimize variability among subject physiology and electrode 

placement. For each muscle (electrode) measured, the peak muscle activity recorded across 

all test food replicates, and within each subject, was identified and assigned a value of 1.0. 
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The remaining muscle activities for the same subject were linearly rescaled so muscle 

activity values ranged from 0 to 1.0 (Hylander, 2006). These scaled muscle activities 

represent relative estimates of muscle recruitment during an eating cycle. Data are reported in 

the context of a complete eating sequence and are means across all subjects and replicates for 

each sample treatment. Jaw movement was quantified as maximum and total mean 

movement in vertical, lateral and anterior-posterior dimensions. Tongue movements were 

separated into mean translational (vertical, anteroposterior, and lateral) and rotational 

(sagittal and frontal) movements.   

5.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

 JMP 12.0 was used for statistical analysis of treatment means (aggregate data). 

Significant differences among test samples were determined using a one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) for Tukey’s honestly significant differences at an experiment-wise error 

rate of 0.05. A repeated measures experimental design was used, with random effects 

included for subject and subject-by-treatment interactions. Segmentation of subject eating 

patterns was also performed in JMP using a multivariate agglomerative hierarchical cluster 

analysis of total muscle, jaw, and tongue parameters. This analysis applied the Ward’s 

method, which uses ANOVA-type sum of squares to measure the geometric distance 

between data points in multidimensional space (Carvalho-da-Silva et al., 2011). Significant 

differences among segmented subject eating patterns were identified using ANOVA and 

Tukey’s honestly significant differences analysis at an experiment-wise error rate of 0.05. 
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5.4 RESULTS  

5.4.1 TCATA sensory evaluation of protein-fruit purees 

 The protein-fruit base was identical across purees with the exception of the addition 

of coconut oil (F) or oats (O). As shown in Figure 5.1, the control and added fat purees 

exhibited very similar temporal texture, flavor, and taste profiles. The small differences 

between C and F included higher and more sustained chalky/powdery sensation and sour 

taste in F as well as the presence of a semi-solid cohesive attribute in F that was not observed 

in C. The added oats puree temporal profile was distinctively different than C and F, with the 

presence of viscous/thick and particulate/firm attributes not seen in C or F, a delayed 

astringency, and no chalky/powdery component. 

 

 
Figure 5.1. TCATA sensory profiles of control (a), added fat (b), and added oats (c) protein-
fruit puree 
 
 
 
5.4.2 Differences in oral processing patterns among protein-fruit purees 

As shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, the standard oral processing pattern of the 

control puree was not significantly altered by adding fat; however, adding oats significantly 
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increased eating time, number of chews, and muscle, jaw, and tongue activities. The addition 

of oat particulates to the control puree doubled the eating time and increased total muscle 

activities 3 to 4-fold (Table 5.1). The digastric muscles (DA), associated with jaw opening 

and swallowing, were more active than jaw closing muscles (TA and MM). 

 
 
Table 5.1. Facial jaw-muscle activity parameters during consumption of protein-fruit purees 
 Puree Type 
Eating parameter Control + Fat + Oats 
Eating time (s) 5.44b 5.81b 12.9a 
Peak    
TA 0.31b 0.30b 0.91a 
MM 0.41b 0.41b 0.89a 
DA 0.71b 0.71b 0.84a 
Total    
TA 0.19b 0.22b 0.91a 
MM 0.21b 0.25b 0.90a 
DA 0.34b 0.38b 0.90a 

All values except eating time were scaled within subject before aggregate analysis and are unitless. 
Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of variance and 
Tukey’s HSD test with p-values <0.05. 
TA: anterior temporalis; MM: masseter; DA: anterior digastric  
 

 
 
Though the added fat puree exhibited slight increases in total jaw movements (Table 

5.2) and less total tongue movement (Table 5.3), no significant differences were observed 

between the control and added fat purees for jaw or tongue movements. The added oats puree 

required 5-6 more chews and significantly higher jaw and tongue ranges and total 

movements for all parameters except for jaw anterior-posterior range and tongue lateral 

range. Ranges of motion required for the + oats puree were 1-6.5 mm (jaw), 6-23 mm 

(tongue 3-D), and 37-51° (tongue rotational) greater than the control and + fat purees. Total 
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movements for the + oats puree were 2.5-4 times (jaw) and 2-4 times (tongue) larger than the 

control and + fat purees. Vertical and anterior-posterior tongue velocities were the only 

parameters in which no differences were observed among puree type. Rhythmic chews and 

shearing to break the oats into smaller and softer pieces led to increases in jaw and tongue 

velocities for the added oats puree. Gathering these widely distributed small pieces into a 

swallowable bolus were likely the driver of increases in lateral tongue and jaw movements. 

 

Table 5.2. Average jaw movements during consumption of protein-fruit purees  
 Puree Type 
Eating parameter Control + Fat + Oats 
Number of chews* 1.33b 2.46b 8.04a 
Range of movement (mm)    

Vertical 5.3b 5.5b 6.4a 
Anterior-posterior 6.4a 6.3a 7.9a 
Lateral 5.4b 5.4b 12a 

Total movement (mm)    
Vertical 38b 50b 127a 
Anterior-posterior 44b 53b 134a 
Lateral 32b 39b 133a 

Maximum velocity (mm/s)    
Vertical 40b 42b 58a 
Anterior-posterior 42b 48b 65a 
Lateral 44b 43b 79a 

Average velocity (mm/s)    
Vertical 7.4b  8.4ab 10a 
Anterior-posterior 8.3a 8.9a 11a 
Lateral 5.9b 6.4b 11a 

Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of variance and 
Tukey’s separation test with p-values <0.05. 
* Total chews based on jaw movements greater than 4 cm corresponding with muscle peaks 
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Table 5.3. Average tongue movements during consumption of protein-fruit purees 
 Puree Type 
Eating parameter Control + Fat + Oats 
Range of movement    

Vertical (mm) 11b 9.6b 17a 
Anterior-posterior (mm) 30b 28b 53a 
Lateral (mm) 26b 32ab 49a 
Sagittal (°) 39b 42b 93a 
Frontal (°) 54b 52b 89a 

Total movement    
Vertical (mm) 95b 80b 214a 
Anterior-posterior (mm) 247b 213b 708a 
Lateral (mm) 234b 247b 694a 
Sagittal (°) 256b 281b 1120a 
Frontal (°) 461b 455b 1546a 

Maximum velocity     
Vertical (mm/s) 280a 260a 360a 
Anterior-posterior (mm/s) 450ab 430b 760a 
Lateral (mm/s) 280b 270b 540a 
Sagittal (°/s) 429b 451b 940a 
Frontal (°/s) 592b 676b 1024a 

Average velocity    
Vertical (mm/s) 17a 14a 18a 
Anterior-posterior (mm/s) 39a 35a 49a 
Lateral (mm/s) 35ab 29b 48a 
Sagittal (°/s) 41b 44b 75a 
Frontal (°/s) 73b 73b 105a 

Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of variance and 
Tukey’s separation test with p-values <0.05. 
 
 
 

Figure 5.2 graphically illustrates the relative differences in oral processing ranges, 

totals, and total activities normalized for eating time among the three protein-fruit purees. 

Normalization for eating time was performed by dividing total activity or movement by 

average eating time for each puree type to obtain a value in s-1 (muscle, tongue) or mm/s 

(jaw). Trends observed in Figure 5.2 strongly reinforce those discussed above: no differences 
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were observed between muscle, jaw, or tongue efforts required to consume the control and 

added fat purees. With the exception of vertical and anterior-posterior jaw ranges, the added 

oats puree required sizeable increases in both activity ranges and total activities. Increases in 

jaw and tongue ranges indicate that more space within the mouth was required (or utilized) to 

prepare the + oats puree bolus for swallowing.  

The large differences among purees were diminished when accounting for eating time 

(comparison of Figures 5.2b and 5.2c, 5.2e and 5.2f, 5.2h and 5.2i). Per second activities for 

control and added fat purees remained very similar to total activities and the + oats puree still 

utilized greater muscle, jaw, and tongue activities per second. Time normalized oral 

processing activities indicate that similar swallowing activities (DA muscle) were required 

regardless of eating time. Additionally, the stark differences observed in the added oats puree 

total activities were minimized or completely off-set for anterior-posterior jaw movement 

and vertical, anterior-posterior, and lateral tongue movements. Because the ranges of DA 

muscle and vertical and anterior-posterior jaw ranges were similar across purees, increases in 

total activities for these parameters (+ oats) are likely due to increased repetition of similarly 

sized movements.  

Tongue movements per second suggest that regardless of puree type, similar tongue 

activities are required during oral processing. However, the addition of oats requires a greater 

range of tongue movements. Significant differences in total and ranges of muscle activity, 

jaw movement, and tongue movements are likely due to the chewing (muscle/jaw) required 

to break down the oat particulates as well as the movements required to gather the 

comminuted pieces (tongue) into a bolus for swallowing.  
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Figure 5.2. Activity ranges, total activities, and total activities normalized for eating time for 
muscle (a, b, c), jaw (d, e, f), and tongue* (g. h, i). 
C: control; F: added fat; O: added oats 
TA: anterior temporalis; MM: masseter; DA: anterior digastric 
 
 
 
5.4.3 Oral processing variability among subjects 

 Figure 5.3 demonstrates the variability within the twelve subjects across three eating 

parameters. The three eating parameters selected were representative of variability observed 

across the muscle, jaw, and tongue parameters. For all eating parameters, more variation 

among subjects was observed when eating the added oats puree than in the control or added 

fat purees. Eating time varied by 8.2 s (control), 7.6 s (+fat), and 12.0 s (+oats), total lateral 
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jaw or tongue movements varied by 91 and 793 mm (control), 66 and 431 mm (+fat), and 

181 and 1495 mm (+oats), respectively. However, all subjects increased their eating time and 

total lateral jaw movements on the order of added fat < control < added oats; all but three 

subjects increased total lateral tongue movement with the addition of oats to the puree. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.3. Distribution of eating times (a), total lateral jaw movement (b), and total lateral 
tongue movement (c) of 12 subjects eating three protein-fruit purees. 
Subjects are indicated by marker color and shape; lines only indicate linear trends across foods for each subject.  
 
 
 
5.4.4 Subject segmentation by eating behavior 

Thirteen parameters encompassing eating time, total chews, total muscle activities, 

and total jaw and tongue movements were used to segment subjects into groups based on 

similarities in oral processing behaviors. Figure 5.4 demonstrates how individual oral 

processing behaviors were clustered for each puree type. Segmentation appeared to follow 

trends in the number of chews and total eating time, both of which generally correlated with 

total muscle, jaw and tongue activities required. Significant differences among eating 

parameter averages for each group are shown in Appendix A and discussed further below. 
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Both the control and added fat purees were divided into three groups: the majority 

were fast eaters who used no or minimal chews (groups 1a/1b: 8-10 subjects) and a minority 

were slow eaters who did chew (group 2: 2-4 subjects) (Figure 5.4). The fast eaters could be 

differentiated by eating time and muscle or jaw activities: group 1a swallowed quickly and 

used low muscle/jaw activities (4.1 s, 0.1 chew) while group 1b held the sample in their 

mouth longer with increased jaw anterior-posterior movements (5.4 s, 0.8 chews). The slow 

eating group (2) was distinguished by long oral processing time (9 s), many chews (6.5), and 

significantly higher muscle and tongue activities; this group appeared to explore the puree to 

a greater degree.  

 Individual oral processing patterns of the puree with added oats segmented into only 

two groups, which were differentiated mainly by eating speed and number of chews. Group 1 

consisted of four fast eaters (7.3 s) who swallowed quickly, used minimal chews (3.4), and 

exhibited significantly less jaw and tongue movement. Group 2 consisted of eight slow eaters 

(16 s) who used many chews (10.8) to break down the oat particulates, resulting in much 

higher jaw and tongue movements. This indicated that the presence of the oat particulates 

was the driving factor for changes in oral processing patterns: individuals who are the control 

and added fat purees very quickly (groups 1a/1b) became slow eaters and chewers when 

eating the added oats puree. Figure 5.5 visualizes the three dimensional jaw and tongue 

movements of two individuals eating the added oats puree in real time, one fast eater who 

used few chews (group 1) and one slow eater who chewed many times (group 2). While these 

patterns are not representative of all consumers, they demonstrate the large differences in 

eating patterns among consumers of semisolid foods with particulates. 
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Figure 5.4. Dendogram hierarchical clustering of 12 subjects for each puree type based on 13 
eating parameters (time, chews, and muscle/jaw/tongue activities). 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.5. Three dimensional jaw (a) and tongue (b) movements in real time of two subjects 
consuming a protein-fruit puree with added oats. 
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5.5 DISCUSSION 

The addition of fat to the protein-fruit puree was expected to decrease both eating 

time and muscle activity due to increased lubrication during oral processing. However, in the 

current study, observed eating patterns of the added fat puree were not significantly different 

from the control puree, indicating that either the amount of added fat was not large enough to 

significantly change eating pattern or that fat addition is not a driver of eating pattern in this 

food matrix. The addition of oat particles to the protein-fruit puree was the major driver of 

differences in oral processing behaviors both among purees and among subjects, even when 

compensating for differences in length of eating time. Thus, the presence of small food 

particulates (oats) played a greater role than the lipid composition of the continuous phase 

(puree) in determining oral processing patterns. This conclusion may be explained by the 

lack of temporal sensory differences between the control and added fat purees and the 

presence of viscosity and firmness attributes perceived only in the added oats puree. 

de Wijk et al. (2008) observed that throat muscle activity during oral processing 

decreased with increasing additions of 3.3% or 6.6% oil to a custard semi-solid and increased 

with addition of particles. However, no significant effects were observed for temporalis 

muscle activity or between small and large particle sizes. Further, Kim et al. (2015) found 

that subjects preferentially chewed large particles over small particles in gels containing 

particles of identical composition but different size. The current study observed preferential 

chewing of the smaller particle (oats) over the larger particle (fruit). This is likely due to the 

differences in texture (chewiness, hardness, or cohesiveness) and concentration between the 
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oat and fruit pieces. Though the fruit pieces were two to three times larger than the oats, they 

were soft and easily swallowed whole. 

 The segmentation of consumer eating patterns presented here is only an prefatory 

analysis because: 1. segmentation was based on aggregate data rather than temporal data and 

2. the twelve subjects and limited replicates collected are not sufficient to make broad 

conclusions. Additionally, the data collection equipment may have consciously changed 

subjects’ eating behaviors or encouraged them to explore the test purees more than they 

normally would. That said, in the absence of particulates, the majority of subjects (65-85%) 

ate the sample quickly with little to no chewing, either treating the puree as a pre-formed 

bolus (e.g. immediate swallowing) or diluting or disrupting the viscosity via palating. When 

particulate oats were added, the majority of subjects (65%) extended their oral processing 

time with rhythmic chewing and increased movement of the sample and particulate pieces. 

Differences in individual eating behaviors may be based on two broad considerations.  

One is individual physiological differences in ability or efficiency to prepare a bolus for 

swallowing. A second is preconceptions, food or textural preferences, or enjoyment of the 

puree. Multiple groups have reported that changes in chewing energy, chewing pattern, 

chewing rate, and tongue movements impact dynamic sensory perception (Braxton et al., 

1996; Brown and Braxton, 2000; Devezeaux de Lavergne et al., 2015; de Wijk et al., 2003). 

Individual oral processing patterns may be guided by hedonic preferences for specific 

sensations or sensation intensities (Devezeaux de Lavergne et al., 2015; Neyraud et al., 2005; 

de Wijk et al., 2003).  
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It is commonly observed that increases in oral processing time are associated with 

increases in satiation and satiety or decreases in food intake (Leidy et al., 2010; Mattes and 

Campbell, 2009; Mattes and Considine, 2013; Zijlstra et al., 2008, 2009). Addition of oats 

more than doubled oral processing time, number of chews, and muscle activity. For semi-

solid foods, with a “bolus-like” texture, it appears that addition of chewy particles is a way to 

extend oral processing time and potentially increase satiation or satiety. However, for the 

puree with added oats, four subjects averaged 3.4 chews while the other eight averaged 10.8 

chews. While acknowledging a limited number of treatments and panelists, the results do 

suggest that individual oral processing patterns should be considered when evaluating how 

consumers respond to specific foods. 

 

5.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The addition of oats to the protein-fruit puree was the major driver of significant 

differences in oral processing behaviors both among purees and among subjects. The 

addition of fat to the protein-fruit puree was expected to decrease eating time and eating 

effort, but this hypothesis was not supported. Eating parameters of the added fat puree were 

not significantly different from the control puree. The hardness or chewiness of the particles 

was also likely a key contribution to differences in eating patterns among puree types. This 

study represents one of the first to comprehensively compare oral processing behaviors 

during consumption of semisolid foods by tracking tongue activities. Future research should 

focus on the concentration and rheological and sensory properties of food particles to 

determine the effects of these parameters upon oral processing patterns, hedonic preferences, 
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and satiation and satiety. These results also provide a framework for modeling correlations 

among consumer perceptions, physiological behaviors, and hedonic preferences. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
Physiological eating patterns of fluid, semisolid,  

and solid foods 
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6.1 ABSTRACT 

 Food texture plays a key role in determining human eating patterns. Dynamic sensory 

perception and individual preferences for specific tastes and textures influence the speed and 

trajectory of food consumption. The aim of this study was to quantitatively profile oral 

processing patterns across four food structures with different textural properties. Four whey 

protein-based model foods – with fluid (F), semisolid (SS), soft solid (G1) and firm solid 

(G2) structures - were selected from a previously characterized food model system. Facial 

muscle activity and jaw and tongue movements were recorded using electromyography and 

three-dimensional jaw and tongue tracking as 12 subjects consumed each test food. Oral 

processing parameters were analyzed for differences among food texture and across subjects. 

Parameters of eating time, number of chews, muscle activity, and jaw and tongue movements 

significantly increased with increasing food viscosity or firmness (F < SS < G1 < G2). Jaw 

movement parameters significantly differentiated among all food textures while tongue 

movement parameters only significantly discriminated between fluid-like and solid-like 

textures. Wide variation was observed across subjects: slow eaters utilized larger tongue 

movement ranges and more jaw and tongue cycle repetitions than fast eaters across all food 

textures. These observations may indicate individual differences in acceptable food particle 

size at swallow or that slow eaters extend and modify their eating behaviors in search of a 

more desirable texture. This study was the first to examine oral processing behaviors across 

liquid, semisolid, and soft solid food textures and provides a foundation for future analyses of 

interactions between individual textural and flavor preferences and oral processing behaviors.  
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6.2 INTRODUCTION 

 Food oral processing is a dynamic activity that serves multiple purposes, including 

preparation of food for safe swallowing, preliminary digestion and nutrient release, and 

hedonic enjoyment. Research around food consumption is challenging because it 

encompasses multiple disciplines, including physiology, psychology, oral biology (dentistry), 

and food science. However, integrating knowledge from these disciplines can provide insight 

into how the concurrent trajectories of physiological movements and food structural 

transformations deliver taste, flavor, and texture perception during eating. This knowledge 

could be applied to food structure design to accomplish several goals. The first is to produce 

foods with familiar and desired overall sensory properties using different materials or altered 

composition.  This includes sugar or fat reduction, designing foods for populations with 

specific health needs (e.g. gluten-free), or developing foods based on more sustainable 

agriculture practices, such as increased emphasis on plant materials. In addition, foods need 

to be designed for populations with eating limitations (e.g. dysphagia patients or elderly with 

compromised oral physiology), providing structures that address the loss of physiological 

function and at the same time minimize loss of hedonic liking. 

From a biological perspective, primates are equipped with specific physiological and 

dental structures that allow them to eat a wide range of foods and also regulate basic oral 

processing patterns (Williams et al., 2011). Hiiemae (2004) laid out a basic decision tree that 

models food transport and food acceptability throughout the oral cavity during feeding. Stage 

I transport moves ingested food from the front to the back of the mouth for processing via 

chewing or palating. As food particles soften, break down, or are formed into a cohesive 
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bolus, they are continually evaluated for Stage II transport and swallowing. Hutchings and 

Lillford (1988) created an oral processing model to explain texture perception. It starts with a 

given food structure that is transformed and lubricated via saliva over time until a critical 

combination of altered structure and lubrication allows for swallowing. The combined 

models of Hiiemae (2004) and Hutchings and Lillford (1988) provide an overview of the oral 

processing events that prepare a food for swallowing and deliver sensory perceptions that are 

used to recognize and evaluate foods (Foegeding et al., 2015; Foster et al., 2011; Koç et al., 

2013). Oral processing involves two distinct but connected processes: 1) changes in food 

structure from start to a swallowable bolus and 2) muscle activity and jaw and tongue 

movements used to transform the food structure. Food structure, likes and dislikes, and 

physiological ability to form a swallowable bolus influence bite size, chewing rate, oro-

sensory time, and muscle, jaw, and tongue movements (Brown and Braxton, 2000; Campbell 

et al., 2016a; de Wijk et al., 2008a, 2008b).    

The study of oral processing usually relies on one of two main approaches: 

comparing patterns of physiological muscle, jaw, and tongue movements across different 

food types (Çakir et al., 2012; Foster et al., 2006; Ishihara et al., 2011; Koç et al., 2014; 

Mioche et al., 1999, 2003; Peyron et al., 2002) or evaluating masticatory efficiency among 

individuals eating the same food (de Abreu et al., 2014; Berthaume, 2016; Rovira-Lastra et 

al., 2014). Physical limitations or conditions such as dysphagia change both oral processing 

patterns and eating efficiency. After establishing the minimum biological and physiological 

requirements for eating a specific food, one can explore individual deviations from the 

minimum/baseline oral processing pattern, changes in dynamic sensory perceptions and 
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hedonic preferences (taste, flavor, texture) due to these deviations, and subsequent impacts 

upon digestion efficiency, gastric emptying, and satiation and satiety (Leidy et al., 2010; 

Marciani et al., 2012; Mattes and Campbell, 2009; Zijlstra et al., 2008, 2009).  

 van Vliet et al. (2009) divides foods into four basic textural categories based upon 

their mechanical properties both before and during oral processing. Fluids exhibit minimal or 

low yield stresses and are a pre-formed bolus, requiring only transport through the oral cavity 

to the back of the mouth for swallowing (e.g. beverages). Semisolids are also fluid-like but 

with high yield stresses (e.g. pudding, yogurt) and deform without fracturing into pieces. 

Semisolids require dissolution or mixing with saliva or structural disruption by pressure 

applied between the tongue and upper palate (van Vliet et al., 2009). Soft solids (e.g. cooked 

egg white, cheese) and hard solids (e.g. crackers, nuts, apples) both fracture into discrete 

pieces and require force generation between the teeth, rhythmic chewing via a central pattern 

generator in the brain (Dellow and Lund, 1971; Hiiemae and Palmer, 1999), breakdown into 

particles, and the collection of particles into a cohesive, swallowable bolus (van Vliet et al., 

2009). Facial muscle, jaw, and tongue movements constantly adapt to changes in dynamic 

sensory perceptions during oral processing of solid foods (Hiiemae and Palmer, 1999; 

Mioche et al., 1999; Peyron et al., 2002). In contrast, fluid and semisolid oral processing 

relies strongly upon tongue movements and compression and generally requires less effort 

and time to consume. These are general distinction as there are exceptions such as caramels, 

which are thick fluids from a rheological perspective, but require extensive jaw movement 

due to a high level of adhesion (Wagoner et al., 2016). 
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de Wijk et al. (2008) stated that specific food textures may exhibit individual oral 

processing “fingerprints” that determine time dependent eating parameters and sensory 

perceptions. However, physiological oral processing studies to date have focused almost 

solely on soft and hard solid textures because: 1. rhythmic chewing movements of solids 

foods are easily recorded using electromyography (EMG) and jaw-tracking equipment, 2. a 

wide variety of solid textures are available (e.g. chewy, crisp, or tough), 3. solids foods 

require longer oral processing times (more information), and 4. few practical methods exist 

to track tongue movement during oral processing of fluids and semisolids. The aim of this 

study was to evaluate oral processing behaviors across a wide range of model food textures 

using a muscle, jaw, and tongue tracking methodology as outlined in Chapter 4. Differences 

among oral processing patterns of fluids, semisolids, and soft solids, as well as variation 

among subjects, are discussed.  

 

6.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

6.3.1 Test Foods 

Four whey protein-based model foods were selected from Campbell, Daubert, et al. 

(2016) to represent a range of food textures: a fluid (F), semisolid (SS), soft gel (G1), and 

firm gel (G2) (formulations shown in Table 6.1). Briefly, 11% protein solutions (w/w) were 

prepared using whey protein isolate (Davisco Foods International, Inc, Le Sueur, MN, USA), 

distilled water, and artificial vanilla flavor (Food Lion, Salisbury, NC, USA). As shown in 

Table 6.1, final test food texture was modulated by varying solution pH, heating time, and 

salt concentration. Solutions were refrigerated overnight, pH readjusted with 1 N NaOH or 1 
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N HCl, and degassed in a vacuum desiccator. For sample heating, 30 g aliquots were poured 

into glass tubes (19 mm internal diameter × 180 mm long) coated with food grade silicone 

mold release (Price Driscoll Corp., Waterford, CT) and sealed with rubber stoppers and 

aluminum foil (Çakır and Foegeding, 2011). Tubes were heated in an 80°C water bath, 

cooled at room temperature for one hour, and refrigerated overnight at 4°C. Prior to test 

sessions, 5.5 g of F and SS were poured into sample cups and G1 and G2 were cut into 5.5 g 

bite size pieces. Rheological and sensory characterizations of the model foods can be found 

in Campbell, Daubert, et al. (2016); the fluid, semisolid, and soft and firm gels utilized in the 

current study are referred to as F, SS2, G1, and G3 in the previous study.  

 
 
Table 6.1. Whey protein test food formulation 

Sample pH 
NaCl 
(mM) 

Vanilla 
flavor (%) 

Heat 
time 
(min)* 

Fluid (F) 6.9 - 1.5 5 
Semisolid (SS) 6.4 - 1.5 30 
Soft gel (G1) 6.1 - 2.0 30 
Firm gel (G2) 6.1 30 3.0 30 

*Heating performed in stoppered glass tubes in an 80°C water bath 
 
 
 
6.3.2 Oral Processing 

6.3.2.1 Subject recruitment 

Twelve subjects (11 females and 1 male; aged 19-35 years) with healthy and 

complete dentition (except for third molars or wisdom teeth) and class I type molar occlusion 

were recruited and screened as by (Çakir et al., 2012). The study was performed with 

approval from the North Carolina State University Institutional Review Board (#3759). 
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Subjects attended a preliminary individual training session to ensure they were comfortable 

with the experimental setup, equipment, and test foods and that all subjects exhibited 

unrestricted jaw movement in vertical (40 mm), anterior-posterior, and lateral (7 mm) 

dimensions. No data from this session was analyzed.  

 

6.3.2.2 Electromyography 

Facial jaw-muscle activities were recorded as by Çakir et al. (2012) from the left and 

right sides of the superficial anterior temporalis (AT), masseter (MM), and anterior digastric 

(AD) muscles using a BioEMG II electromyograph (BioResearch Inc., Milwaukee, WI). 

Temporalis and masseter muscles facilitate jaw closing and teeth occlusion while digastric 

muscle activities aid in jaw opening and indicate swallowing (Hylander, 2006). For each 

subject, the facial area surrounding each muscle was cleaned with rubbing alcohol, each 

muscle group was palpated, and surface electrodes (4.5 x 2 cm) (BioFlex, BioResearch Inc., 

WI) were adhered along the length of each muscle. A grounding electrode was placed on the 

subject’s shoulder to remove background noise from inadvertent body movements. 

Additionally, one EMG channel was connected to a Xcitex TTL trigger system (Quantum 

Technologies, Woburn, MA) and the trigger was pressed by the technician indicate the start 

of the oral processing sequence. Each electrode was sampled at a rate of 5000 Hz. Muscle 

activity was recorded simultaneously during measurements of both jaw or tongue 

movements. 
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6.3.2.3 Jaw and tongue activity 

 Both mandibular and tongue movements were collected using a Jaw Tracker (JT-3D, 

BioResearch Inc., Milwaukee, WI) as in Chapter 4. To record jaw movements, a rectangular 

magnet (13.5 x 2 x 2 mm) was adhered to the subject’s lower frontal incisors with a wax 

stromahesive (ConvaTec, Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, NJ). For tongue tracking, a small 

dot was applied 3-4 mm from the tip of the subject’s tongue using a gel paste food dye 

(AmeriColor, Pacentia, CA). A small circular magnet (4 mm diameter, 1.5 mm height) was 

then glued on the colored dot using a dental tissue adhesive (PeriAcryl, GluStitch Inc., Delta, 

BC, Canada). Additional adhesive was applied around the circumference of the magnet to 

ensure secure attachment. Because the JT-3D can only measure the movement of one magnet 

at a time, jaw and tongue movements were recorded in separate replicates. Both jaw and 

tongue movements were measured in tandem with electromyography. Images of the 

equipment, experimental set-up, and magnets can be found in Chapter 4. Because 

modifications are ongoing to increase the accuracy of the tongue tracking system, the 

reported tongue measurements for each test food represent relative values rather than 

absolute values of movement. 

6.3.3 Data Collection 

 Subjects each attended one 60-minute session and consumed each sample in 

quadruplicate. Duplicate measurements were recorded for jaw movement in tandem with 

muscle activity followed by duplicate recordings of tongue movement and muscle activity. 

During recordings, subjects were asked to sit upright as still as possible and to avoid 

unnecessary body movements. An initial data set was recorded with the subject still and 
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relaxed to ensure limited background noise in the electromyographic channels. A muscle and 

jaw data set was recorded while the subject chewed gum to serve as a control between 

sessions. For test foods, data was collected as the subject put a 5 g aliquot of food in their 

mouth and processed and swallowed the sample. The fluid and semisolid foods were eaten 

via a spoon while the solid gels were placed on the tongue prior to recording. For the fluid 

and semisolid foods, the technician pressed a trigger when the subject removed the spoon 

from their mouth to indicate the beginning of oral processing within the data recording. After 

swallowing, subjects gave a thumbs up signal to indicate they had finished eating.  

6.3.4 Data Analysis 

 Data was cropped and analyzed using MATLAB graphical programming software 

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) as in Chapter 4. Muscle activities were calculated using a root 

mean square (rms) calculation and by integrating the area under the electromyographic curve 

(AUC) of each muscle (Hylander et al., 2000). Variability among subject physiology and 

electrode placement was minimized by individually scaling muscle activities within each 

subject (Hylander et al., 2000). These scaled muscle activities represent relative estimates of 

muscle recruitment during an eating cycle. Data are reported in the context of a complete 

eating sequence and are means across all subjects and replicates for each sample treatment. 

Jaw movement was quantified as maximum and total mean movement in vertical, lateral and 

anterior-posterior dimensions. Tongue movements were separated into mean translational 

(vertical, anteroposterior, and lateral) and rotational (sagittal and frontal) movements.    
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6.3.5 Statistical Analysis 

 JMP 12.0 was used for statistical analysis of treatment means (aggregate data). 

Significant differences among test samples were determined using a one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) for Tukey’s honestly significant differences at an experiment-wise error 

rate of 0.05. A repeated measures experimental design was used, with random effects 

included for subject and subject-by-treatment interactions.  

 

6.4 RESULTS 

6.4.1 Differences in muscle activity and jaw and tongue movements among test food 

textures 

 As shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, eating time, number of chews, muscle activity, and 

jaw movements increased with increasing food viscosity or firmness (F < SS < G1 < G2). 

Increasing viscosity from fluid to semisolid more than doubled the eating time, while G1 and 

G2 required four and six times longer, respectively, than F. Similarly, the number of chews 

increased three-fold from semisolid to soft solid and 4.5-fold from semisolid to firm solid. 

Total muscle activities were significantly different across all textures while only TA and MM 

peak muscle activities significantly differentiated fluid, semisolid, and soft solid textures. 

With the exception of anterior-posterior range of movement, all four food textures were also 

significantly differentiated by total, velocity, and range of jaw movements in all three 

dimensions. Interestingly, muscle activities and jaw movements were able to significantly 

differentiate between even the soft and firm solid textures. 
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Table 6.2. Jaw-muscle activity parameters during consumption of test foods 
 Test food 
Eating parameter F SS G1 G2 
Eating time (s) 3.2d 7.9c 12.5b 18.7a 

Peak     
 TA 0.31c 0.51b 0.62b 0.85a 

 MM 0.29d 0.50c 0.66b 0.82a 

 DA 0.61b 0.70b 0.70b 0.86a 

Total     
 TA 0.10d 0.26c 0.46b 0.91a 

 MM 0.11d 0.23c 0.45b 0.92a 

 DA 0.15d 0.37c 0.51b 0.92a 

All values except eating time were scaled within subject before aggregate analysis and are unitless. 
Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of 
variance and Tukey’s HSD test with p-values <0.05; bold parameters indicate significant differences among all 
four test foods 
TA: anterior temporalis; MM: masseter; DA: anterior digastric 
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Table 6.3. Average jaw movements during consumption of test foods 
 Test food 
Eating parameter F SS G1 G2 
Number of chews* 0.5d 3.9c 12.1b 18.9a 

Maximum movement (mm)     
 Vertical 4.4d 5.5c 6.4b 7.2a 

 Anterior-posterior 4.4b 5.1b 5.6b 9.1a 

 Lateral 2.5d 6.3c 11b 14a 

Total movement (mm)     
 Vertical  15d 65c 133b 227a 

 Anterior-posterior 14d 52c 89b 184a 

 Lateral 10d 52c 116b 256a 

Maximum velocity (mm/s)     
 Vertical 23d 44c 60b 70a 

 Anterior-posterior 23d 36c 49b 85a 

 Lateral 15d 43c 74b 94a 

Average velocity (mm/s)     
 Vertical 4.1d 7.8c 11b 13a 

 Anterior-posterior 4.4d 6.5c 7.6b 10a 

 Lateral 2.9d 6.5c 10b 15a 

Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of 
variance and Tukey’s separation test with p-values <0.05; bold parameters indicate significant differences 
among all four test foods 
* Total chews based on jaw movements greater than 4 cm corresponding with muscle peaks 
 
 
 
 Differences among tongue movements were subtler than those observed among jaw 

movements (Table 6.4). Most significant differences across tongue movement parameters 

divided the test foods into fluid-like (F, SS) and solid-like (G1, G2) textures or into fluid (F), 

semisolid (SS), and solid textures (G1, G2). Translational (vertical, anterior-posterior, lateral) 

tongue movements and velocities significantly differentiated between fluid-like and solid-

like textures while rotational tongue movements differentiated between fluid, semisolid, and 

solid test textures (and often between the soft and firm solids). The addition of rhythmic 

chewing actions (G1, G2) doubled and quadrupled the required vertical range of tongue 
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movement as compared to F and SS, respectively. Lateral tongue range also increased 

significantly with increased viscosity or firmness, likely representing the disruption of the 

cohesive semisolid and collection of breakdown particles by the tongue to form a bolus.  

 
 
Table 6.4. Average tongue movements during consumption of test foods 
 Test food 
Eating parameter F SS G1 G2 
Maximum movement     
 Vertical (mm) 6.2b 12b 27a 23a 

 Anterior-posterior (mm) 24b 31ab 41a 42a 

 Lateral (mm) 15c 35b 55ab 65a 

 Sagittal (°) 18c 50b 114a 130a 

 Frontal (°) 40c 62b 99a 111a 

Total movement     
 Vertical (mm) 27b 121b 378a 405a 

 Anterior-posterior (mm) 104b 292b 605a 827a 

 Lateral (mm) 65b 251b 603a 770a 

 Sagittal (°) 88d 402c 1134b 2025a 

 Frontal (°) 160d 635c 1341b 2246a 

Maximum velocity      
 Vertical (mm/s) 137b 287a 276ab 329a 

 Anterior-posterior (mm/s) 276b 372ab 613a 590a 

 Lateral (mm/s) 156b 328b 583a 617a 

 Sagittal (°/s) 208d 500c 1016b 1319a 

 Frontal (°/s) 401d 629c 985b 1287a 

Average velocity     
 Vertical (mm/s) 7.8c 15bc 30ab 32a 

 Anterior-posterior (mm/s) 28b 40ab 42a 45a 

 Lateral (mm/s) 18b 34b 58a 51a 

 Sagittal (°/s) 24d 48c 85b 100a 

 Frontal (°/s) 47c 76b 100a 110a 

Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of 
variance and Tukey’s separation test with p-values <0.05; bold parameters indicate significant differences 
among all four test foods 
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6.4.2 Relative differences in oral processing patterns across test food textures 

 As shown in Figure 6.1, oral processing activity ranges, total activities, and activities 

scaled for eating time generally increased with increasing viscosity and firmness (F < SS < 

G1 < G2). DA muscle ranges were similar across test foods, representing swallowing actions 

of a consistent volume, regardless of initial texture (Figure 6.1a). Lateral jaw and tongue 

ranges were better differentiated than vertical and anterior-posterior ranges (Figure 6.1d, 

6.1g). 

Total muscle, jaw, and tongue activities were widely separated among test food 

textures (Figure 6.1b, 6.1e, 6.1h). As discussed above, fewer differences were observed 

among total tongue movements for solid test foods. However, adjusting total oral processing 

activities to account for the time of eating sequences minimized differences among test 

foods. F, SS, and G1 exhibited similar muscle activities per second (Figure 6.1c). G2 

required more muscle and jaw activities per second than the remaining test foods (Figure 

6.1c, 6.1f); however, G1 tongue movement eclipsed that of G2 when accounting for eating 

time, perhaps indicating that breakdown particles generated from G1 were more dispersed 

throughout the mouth or required wider or faster tongue movements to collect particles into a 

bolus (Figure 6.1i). Larger differences in lateral jaw and tongue movements were observed 

than in the vertical or anterior-posterior planes, also demonstrating the tongue movement 

required to corral food particles into a bolus (Figure 6.1f, 6.1i). 
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Figure 6.1. Activity ranges, total activities, and total activities normalized for eating time for 
muscle (a, b, c), jaw (d, e, f), and tongue (g, h, i). 
F: fluid; SS: semisolid; G1: soft gel; G2: firm gel 
TA: anterior temporalis; MM: masseter; DA: anterior digastric 
 
 
 
6.4.3 Variability among individual subject eating patterns 

 A wide variety of oral processing approaches were observed among the twelve 

subjects in this study. Differences among subjects increased with increasing test food 

viscosity or firmness, and thus, with total eating time. Figure 6.2 shows four oral processing 

parameters that represented the most variation among the twelve subjects. The difference 

between the slowest and fastest individual eating times were 5 s (F), 11 s (SS), 14 s (G1), and 
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20 s (G2) while number of chews differed by 4 (F), 15 (SS), 19 (G1), and 24 chews (G2). 

The smallest and largest jaw and tongue lateral movements differed by 23 and 190 mm, 

respectively, for F and 375 and 1731 mm, respectively, for G2. All individual exhibited 

positive trends in oral processing parameters with increases in test food viscosity or firmness.  

 

 
Figure 6.2. Variation in eating time (a), number of chews (b), and total lateral jaw (c) and 
tongue (d) movements of 12 subjects eating fluid (F), semisolid (SS) and soft gel (G1) and 
firm gel (G2) whey protein model foods. 
Individual subjects are differentiated by marker color and shape; lines indicate linear trends across foods for 
each subject.  
 
 
 
 The wide variation observed among subject eating parameters (specifically those 

shown in Figure 6.2) led to the identification of groups of fast and slow eaters. Generally, the 
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fast eaters of G2 exhibited fast eating across all four model food textures; the remaining 

subjects were fast eaters of F and SS but gradually became slow eaters as the model foods 

increased in viscosity or firmness (data not shown). For each food, the fastest and slowest 

eating subjects were identified and their temporal jaw and tongue movements were graphed 

in three-dimensions (Figure 6.3). For both jaw and tongue movements, the slow eater utilized 

many more repeated movements than the fast eater for all four test food textures. However, 

jaw movement ranges were very similar between the fast and slow eater, with the exception 

of a wider A-P range for the slow eater. This indicates that slower eaters may perform more 

repetitions of the same jaw movements in order to prepare the bolus for swallowing. In 

contrast, tongue movement ranges were 2-4 times larger for the slow eater than for the fast 

eater, indicating they may have spent more time sensing the food.  
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Figure 6.3. Three dimensional jaw (a, b, c, d) and tongue (e, f, g, h) movements in real time of fast and slow-eating subjects 
consuming four whey protein-based model food textures. Note the differences in axis ranges.  
F: fluid; SS: semisolid; G1: soft solid gel; G2: firm solid gel 
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6.5 DISCUSSION 

 No studies to date have compared oral processing activities across fluid, semisolid, 

and solid food textures. However, beyond our research group, Maksimovic-Damjanovic et al. 

(2014) and Yao (2014) have developed electromagnetic articulography tongue-tracking 

methodologies designed for fluid and semisolid foods. Yao (2014) found strong correlations 

between oral processing time and rheological properties of 22 foods and reported that tongue 

displacement (movement) increased with increasing food viscosity or hardness, similar to the 

current study. Increasing food hardness (fracture stress) of solid foods has also been shown to 

increase muscle activity, oral processing time, number of chews, and jaw movements across 

biopolymer gels, cheeses, confections, meats, fruits, and vegetables (Agrawal et al., 1998; 

Çakir et al., 2012; Foster et al., 2006; Ishihara et al., 2011; Koç et al., 2014; Mioche et al., 

1999, 2003; Peyron et al., 2002). Foster et al. (2006) concluded that muscle activities were 

most impacted by increasing food hardness while the shape of eating cycles was more 

dependent upon food rheological properties.  

In the present study, increases in food viscosity and firmness were expected to 

increase oral processing time, number of chews, and muscle, jaw, and tongue activities. 

While these trends were clearly seen, jaw and tongue movements segmented the test food 

textures in slightly different ways: jaw movements significantly differentiated among all four 

textures while tongue movements differentiated only between fluid-like (F, SS) and solid-like 

(G1, G2) textures. The segmentation of fluid and solid-like textures agrees with previous 

sensory analysis (Campbell et al., 2016b). Yao (2014) took a parallel approach, using tongue 

and muscle activities to examine the boundaries between eating behaviors of liquid, 
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semisolid, and soft solid foods. Our study determined that no rigid behavioral boundaries 

exist between these textural categories and could not identify an exact rheological property 

after which foods required mastication; however, condensed milk, sour cream, and jam were 

identified as foods on the textural boundary between semisolid and soft solid textures. These 

foods initiated chewing-like activities, but didn’t exhibit the typical high force chews 

associated with solid foods (Yao, 2014).  

In our investigation a secondary question was asked: Are increases in oral processing 

time and muscle/jaw/tongue activities driven by more repetitions of the same sized 

movement(s), increased activity ranges, or a combination of the two? The answer to this 

question is obviously dependent upon the food and the individual; however, physiological 

ranges of movement and total movements for the model whey protein food textures indicated 

that both of these factors contribute to longer oral processing times. Also, differences in the 

number of repetitions (e.g. chews) and ranges of movement among subjects may be due to 

differences in masticatory efficiency or a physiological or hedonic desire to process the food 

to a higher degree before swallowing. 

 The differences observed between fast and slow eaters are similar to those reported 

by Devezeaux de Lavergne et al. (2015). Fast and slow eaters exhibited the same chewing 

frequency and muscle effort rate, but slow eaters used significantly more chews and 

generated more small and soft bolus fragments; fast eaters were comfortable swallowing boli 

with larger fragments. Additionally, textural properties of the same food (sausage) were 

perceived differently for fast and slow eaters from the middle to the end of oral processing 

(Devezeaux de Lavergne et al., 2015). Thus texture perception of individuals was linked with 
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their oral processing patterns. Figure 6.4 shows a proposed oral processing model combining 

parameters of initial food structure, stages of oral processing, and physiological eating effort 

and patterns for fast and slow eaters. Muscle, jaw, and tongue effort increase with increasing 

food viscosity or firmness; the potential variation in temporal textural perceptions and oral 

processing behaviors/speeds also increase with these textural properties and the total eating 

time required. 

 

 
Figure 6.4. A model of oral processing phases and behaviors for fluid, semisolid, and soft 
solid foods 
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 This study was the first to examine oral processing behaviors across liquid, semisolid, 

and soft solid food textures. As expected, eating time, number of chews, muscle activity, and 

jaw and tongue movements increased with increasing food viscosity or firmness. Jaw 

movement parameters significantly differentiated among all food textures while tongue 

movement parameters only significantly discriminated between fluid-like and solid-like 

textures. Segmentation of individual eating behaviors found that slow eaters utilized larger 

tongue movement ranges and more jaw and tongue cycle repetitions than fast eaters across all 

test food textures. This may indicate individual differences in the threshold for acceptable 

food particle size at swallow. Alternatively, slow eaters may process food to a greater extent 

in search of a more desirable texture. These observations provide a foundation for future 

studies examining the interactions between individual textural and flavor preferences and 

oral processing behaviors. 
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CHAPTER 7: 
Textural variation of a pre-meal protein snack does not 
significantly impact appetite ratings or ad libitum intake 
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7.1 ABSTRACT 

 Physical properties of food have been shown to increase satiation and satiety by 

moderating eating rate, bite size, total oral processing time, and gastric emptying rate. 

However, few studies have directly linked food rheological, sensory, and physiological 

characteristics to measurements of satiation, satiety, and food intake. This study aimed to 

determine the impact of food texture upon satiation, satiety, and ad libitum intake. In a 

randomized, cross-over clinical trial (n=24), subjects consumed 11% whey protein preloads 

varying in texture from fluid to semisolid to solid, followed by ad libitum lunch and dessert 

meals. Subjects rated their appetite using a visual analogue scale (VAS) throughout each 

hour-long session and reported on their food intake in the three hours post-session. No 

significant differences in appetite ratings following preload consumption or in ad libitum 

intake were observed among preload textures. However, ad libitum intake in the three hours 

post-session increased with increasing preload viscosity or firmness and total food intake was 

significantly lower for the fluid when compared directly with the firm solid. VAS ratings 

following consumption of the firm solid gel were lower for hunger, desire to eat, and appetite 

and higher for fullness as compared to other preload textures across time points. The low 

caloric content and small volume may have masked any significant differences among 

samples. This study provides a framework for the use of food model systems in clinical trials 

for satiation and satiety and the potential for the addition of variables such as sweetness, 

flavor, and color. 
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7.2 INTRODUCTION 

Food texture impacts a wide range of parameters during eating. Texture is one of the 

principal determinants of consumer acceptance and food choice (Guinard and Mazzucchelli, 

1996; Szczesniak, 2002) and has been demonstrated to impact physiological eating 

parameters, satiation, satiety, and ad libitum intake (de Graaf, 2012; Hogenkamp and 

Schiöth, 2013; Turgeon and Rioux, 2011; de Wijk et al., 2008; Zijlstra et al., 2009a). For 

these reasons, deliberate food texture design may provide an opportunity to deliver 

enjoyable, healthy foods that also subconsciously limit total caloric consumption.  

Oral processing, or manipulation of food in the mouth by the teeth or the tongue, has 

been shown to induce greater satiation than infusion of foods directly into the stomach (Cecil 

et al., 1998; French and Cecil, 2001; Wijlens et al., 2012). Thus, extending oro-sensory time 

or increasing oral processing effort are hypothesized to increase feelings of satiation and 

satiety and to decrease ad libitum intake during and following a meal (de Graaf, 2012; 

Hogenkamp et al., 2010; de Wijk et al., 2008; Zijlstra et al., 2008a, 2009b). Forde et al. 

(2013) demonstrated that across 35 common foods, increases in food hardness or chewiness 

correlated with increased oral processing time and expected satiation and decreased bite size. 

This is consistent with characteristic oral processing patterns of fluids, semisolids, and solids: 

fluids only require transport from front to back of the mouth (pre-formed bolus), semisolids 

require compression between the tongue and the palate, and solids require initial chews, 

particle breakdown, and formation of a bolus before swallowing (Koç et al., 2014; van Vliet 

et al., 2009). The manipulation of inherent food physical properties and eating behaviors, and 
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interactions between these variables, are approaches hypothesized to extend oro-sensory time 

(de Graaf, 2012; Hogenkamp and Schiöth, 2013).  

Three basic approaches are commonly used to manipulate test food textures while 

maintaining similar nutrient and caloric profiles for satiation/satiety studies: 1. thickening of 

a thin liquid into a thick liquid or semisolid, 2. grinding a solid into a semisolid and/or liquid, 

and 3. increasing the volume of a liquid, semisolid, or solid via incorporation of air or water. 

Increasing viscosity of beverages and dairy products have been found to increase expected 

satiety (Bertenshaw et al., 2013; Mars et al., 2009; McCrickerd et al., 2012, 2014; Zhu et al., 

2013), decrease hunger ratings (Hogenkamp et al., 2012; Mattes and Rothacker, 2001; 

Zijlstra et al., 2008b, 2009a), and to lower ad libitum intake (Zijlstra et al., 2008b). Solid 

foods (e.g. apples, chicken, meal replacement shake v. bar) or incorporation of chunky 

particulates (e.g. yogurt with fruit, savory pies) have also been found to decrease hunger 

ratings and ad libitum intake (Flood-Obbagy and Rolls, 2009; Leidy et al., 2010; Martens et 

al., 2011; Mattes and Campbell, 2009; Mourao et al., 2007; Santangelo et al., 1998; Stull et 

al., 2008; Tieken et al., 2007; Tsuchiya et al., 2006). However, a number of studies have 

failed to find an effect of food texture on satiation/satiety ratings and food intake (Flood and 

Rolls, 2007; Mattes, 2005; Zijlstra et al., 2010) and correlations between food texture and 

biomarkers of satiation/satiety (e.g. ghrelin, leptin, CCK, GLP-1, PPY) are weaker than those 

observed in subjective ratings and ad libitum intake (Juvonen et al., 2009; Leidy et al., 2010; 

Marciani et al., 2012; Mattes and Considine, 2013a; Peracchi et al., 2000; Santangelo et al., 

1998; Tieken et al., 2007; Zijlstra et al., 2009a). 
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Few studies have independently examined the effects of mechanical food properties 

(e.g. viscosity, hardness) and the effects of oral processing time, as both parameters are often 

positively correlated, and not easily separated. de Wijk et al. (2008) and Zijlstra et al. (2008) 

reported that lowering food viscosity significantly increased food intake; however, when 

eating rate was controlled, only Zijlstra et al. (2008) observed the same effects. Only Tang et 

al. (2016) has designed and tested a series of solid foods that varied in textural complexity 

while holding oral processing time constant, reporting that increased textural complexity 

significantly decreased ad libitum intake.  

To date, no studies have taken a multidisciplinary approach to investigate the effects 

of physical food structure (physical, chemical), sensory perceptions (human), and eating 

behaviors (human) upon satiation and satiety. Additionally, few groups have tested a set of 

high protein food textures ranging from liquids to semisolids to solids. The current study uses 

a set of whey protein test foods previously characterized for rheological and sensory 

properties as well as for physiological oral processing patterns (Campbell et al., 2016, 

Chapter 6). The objective of this study was to determine the effects of food texture upon 

ratings of satiation and satiety and ad libitum intake as well as correlations among these 

outcomes, mechanical food breakdown in the mouth, and eating patterns. 

 

7.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

7.3.1 Participants 

All testing procedures were approved through the North Carolina State University 

Institutional Review Board (IRB #6616). Subjects were recruited through email and 
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announcements made to the North Carolina State University Food, Nutrition, and 

Bioprocessing department and undergraduate classes. To prevent experimental bias, 

recruitment materials and the consent form indicated that the study goal was to investigate 

“the effects of mood on appetite” (Bell and Rolls, 2001; Yeomans et al., 2004). Subjects 

were surveyed and screened for dietary restraint, disinhibition, and hunger via the revised 21-

item Three-Factor Eating Questionnaire as well as for medical history, physical activity, and 

dietary food frequency (Cappelleri et al., 2009). 24 subjects (21 females, 3 males) were 

selected based on the following: men and women between 18 and 35 years old of healthy 

weight (body mass index between 18 and 25), not on low carbohydrate or high fat diets, no 

loss or gain of significant weight (defined as 10% of body weight) in the last year, hadn’t 

recently started or ceased a regular exercise program, didn’t smoke, no dietary allergies or 

intolerances to dairy ingredients, and no history of Type I or Type II diabetes, low dietary 

inhibition (i.e., < 14 on the TFEQ and regular ³ 3 meals per day eating habits) (Stunkard and 

Messick, 1985). Baseline participant information is listed in Table 7.1. All subjects were 

informed of the procedures, outcomes, potential risks, and benefits of study participation and 

gave written informed consent prior to beginning the trial. Monetary compensation was also 

provided for trial participation. 
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Table 7.1. Participant characteristics  
Subject attribute 

 Age (years) 22.0 ± 3.5 
Weight (kg) 62.2 ± 9.4 
Height (m) 1.67 ± 0.1 
BMI (kg/m-2) 22.3 ± 2.3 

n = 24, 21 females, 3 males 
BMI: body mass index 
 

 

7.3.2 Experimental Design 

 This was a single-blind randomized, crossover study including 4, 1-hour sessions per 

participant. Each participant attended one session per week (one week wash out) and was 

served one randomized test food per session. Throughout the study, participants were 

instructed to follow their habitual diet and exercise routines. Sessions used a preload-test 

meal paradigm to examine the impact of food texture (preload) upon satiation, satiety, and ad 

libitum food intake. This is a common approach in satiation and satiety studies, in which 

subjects consume a fixed amount of the test food and are then presented with an ad libitum 

meal (Blundell et al., 2010; Allirot et al., 2014). The amount of food consumed ad libitum is 

considered to be an effect of the preload upon short term food intake (satiation).  

 The complete session procedure is shown in Figure 7.1. In the 12 hours prior to a 

scheduled session, subjects were asked to abstain from drinking alcohol and to follow a 

consistent sleep pattern. Subjects were instructed to consume the same breakfast at 8 am on 

each day of the study. No other food or drink, except habitual water, coffee without milk or 

sugar, or tea, was allowed between breakfast and 12 pm. Upon arrival, subjects were seated 

at individual booths, reported on their breakfast, and provided baseline ratings of their mood 
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and parameters of hunger and fullness.  

Following baseline ratings, each subject was presented with a randomized 35 g 

preload test food in a cup with a spoon and fork and 237 ml of water and instructed to 

consume both in their entirety over the course of ten minutes. The preload volume was based 

on the investigation of Tang et al. (2016) and preliminary studies that determined subjects’ 

willingness to consume different amounts of the slightly unfamiliar whey protein foods. 

Subjects then filled out a standard questionnaire, which included ratings of overall liking of 

the test sample, their mood, and parameters of hunger and fullness. Subjects were then 

provided with a 500 g ad libitum pasta lunch, followed by a 124 g portion of a brownie 

dessert. For both ad libitum courses, subjects were instructed to consume as much as they 

desired until they felt comfortably full. After the allotted time for the ad libitum meal, 

subjects filled out the ratings questionnaire (Astbury et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2016). The use 

of two ad libitum courses and their serving sizes was based on Tang et al. (2016) in order to 

prevent sensory specific satiety and to catch those subjects who were still hungry following 

the pasta. Refills of pasta and cake were available, but only twenty minutes were allowed for 

each course. Total pasta and dessert consumed by each subject was calculated by weighing 

each ad libitum course before and after consumption; intake values were then compared 

across preload conditions. Subjects were free to leave the laboratory after filling out the post-

dessert questionnaire. Three hours after each testing session, subjects filled out a final mood 

and appetite questionnaire and reported on their food consumption since leaving the 

laboratory, a marker of satiety.  
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Figure 7.1. Sequence of events during each experimental session 
 
 
 
7.3.3 Test foods 

7.3.3.1 Preloads 

Four iso-caloric whey protein-based model foods was selected from Campbell et al. 

(2016) to represent a range of food textures: a fluid (F), semisolid (SS), soft gel (G1), and 

firm gel (G2) (Table 7.2). Briefly, isocaloric, macronutrient-matched whey protein solutions 

were prepared with 11% whey protein isolate (w/w) (Davisco Foods International, Inc, Le 

Sueur, MN, USA), distilled water, and artificial vanilla flavor (Food Lion, Salisbury, NC, 

USA). As shown in Table 7.2, texture was modulated by pH, heating time, and salt 

concentration. Samples were refrigerated overnight for equilibration, pH readjusted with 1 N 

NaOH or 1 N HCl, and solutions were degassed in a vacuum desiccator for one hour. For 

sample heating, 30 g aliquots were poured into glass tubes (19 mm internal diameter × 180 

mm long) coated with food grade silicone mold release (Price Driscoll Corp., Waterford, CT) 

and sealed with rubber stoppers and aluminum foil (Çakır and Foegeding, 2011). Tubes were 

heated in an 80°C water bath, cooled at room temperature for one hour, and refrigerated 

overnight at 4°C. Before serving, F and SS were poured into sample cups and G1 and G2 

were cut into 5.5 g bite size pieces. All whey protein preloads exhibited identical nutrient and 

caloric contents (Table 7.3).  
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Table 7.2. Whey protein preload formulation 
Sample pH NaCl 

(mM) 
Vanilla 

flavor (%) 
Heat 
time 

(min)* 
Fluid (F) 6.9 - 1.5 5 
Semisolid (SS) 6.4 - 1.5 30 
Soft gel (G1) 6.1 - 2.0 30 
Firm gel (G2) 6.1 30 3.0 30 

 
 
 
Table 7.3. Nutritional composition of whey protein preloads 

 Average quantity per serving Average quantity per 
gram 

 F SS G1 G2 F SS G1 G2 
Sample weight (g) 35 35 35 35     
Serving size 30 ml 30 ml 6 pcs 6 pcs     
Energy (kJ) 64  

(15 kcal) 
64  

 (15 kcal) 
64  

 (15 kcal) 
64  

 (15 kcal) 
1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 

Protein (g) 3.85 3.85 3.85 3.85 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 
Fat (g) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Carbohydrate (g) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

*Heating performed in stoppered glass tubes in an 80°C water bath 
 
 
 
Rheological and sensory characterizations of the preloads can be found in Campbell 

et al. (2016) (the fluid, semisolid, and soft and firm gels used in the current study are referred 

to as F, SS2, G1, and G3 in the previous study). Oral processing characterization of the four 

whey protein preloads can be found in Chapter 6; relevant eating parameters for 6 g servings 

of the protein snacks are summarized in Table 7.4.  
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Table 7.4. Oral processing parameters of whey protein preloads1 

Parameter F SS G1 G2 
Eating time (s) 3.2d 7.9c 12.5b 18.7a 

Total chews 0.5d 3.9c 12.1b 18.9a 

Chewing rate (chew/s) 0.14d 0.50c 0.97b 1.0a 

Total muscle activity (scaled)2 0.12d 0.29c 0.47b 0.92a 

Total jaw movement (mm) 38d 170c 338b 667a 

Total tongue movement (mm) 196d 664c 1586b 2003a 

Total tongue rotation (°) 248d 1036c 2475b 4271a 

1 Parameters were measured using electromyography and a JT-3D Jaw Tracker during consumption of 6g 
servings. 
2 Muscle activity was scaled within individual subjects on a scale of 0-1.0. 
Superscript letters indicate significant differences among means within each row from results of analysis of 
variance and Tukey’s HSD test with p-values <0.05. 
 
 
 
7.3.3.2 Ad libitum meals 

The ad libitum meal consisted of one savory main course and one sweet dessert 

course. The savory course was a spaghetti pasta (Barilla, Parma, Italy) served with tomato 

sauce (Prego Traditional Italian sauce, Camden, NJ, USA) while the dessert was brownies 

(Little Debbie Cosmic Brownies, Collegedale, TN, USA). Pasta was prepared by boiling in 

salted water for 7 min, mixed in a 2.5:1 ratio with tomato sauce, and served at 60-65°C. Each 

panelist received two unwrapped packages of brownies (124 g; 4 brownies total) for dessert. 

Table 7.5 shows the nutritional composition of each component. 

 
 
Table 7.5. Nutritional composition of ad libitum lunch and dessert 
Per 100 g Pasta Tomato sauce Brownie 
Energy (kJ) 1494 (357 kcal) 234 (56 kcal) 1890 (452 kcal) 
Carbohydrate (g) 75.0 10.4 67.7 
Fat (g) 1.8 1.2 17.7 
Protein (g) 12.5 1.6 3.2 
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7.3.4 Questionnaire 

Subjects rated parameters of mood, appetite, and sample liking via CompusenseÒ 

software on an iPad before and after consuming the preload, ad libitum lunch, and ad libitum 

dessert. Questions relating to mood (6) and appetite (11) were recorded on a 100 mm visual 

analogue scale (VAS) anchored from ‘not at all/none’ to ‘extremely/strongest imaginable.’ 

Mood questions were provided to distract from the real purpose of the study. Parameters of 

food liking (4) were recorded on a 9-point hedonic scale. The reproducibility and validity of 

VAS for appetite ratings was demonstrated by Flint et al. (2000). Appetite ratings 

represented a condensed version of the 41 question 5-Factor Satiety Questionnaire developed 

by Karalus (2011) and validated in Karalus and Vickers (2016) that inquired about 

parameters of both mental and physical hunger and fullness. Questions used in the current 

study were selected to evenly cover parameters of both mental and physical hunger and 

fullness, to be easily understood by panelists, and to be completed quickly at multiple time 

points (Karalus and Vickers, 2016). The complete questionnaire is shown in appendix B.  

7.3.5 Data analysis 

 Changes in appetite ratings were calculated as changes from baseline (time 0) within 

subject. Thus, all baseline ratings were normalized to a value of 0 such that ratings of 

fullness, empty stomach, and stuffed increased from baseline (positive) and ratings of 

hunger, appetite, and desire to eat decreased from baseline (negative). The greatest possible 

rating change from baseline to subsequent time points was ± 100. Statistical analyses were 

conducted in JMP 12.0 (SAS, Cary, NC). Preload order was randomized with a block design 

in JMP (Cary, NC, USA). Hedonic ratings of preloads and effects of preload texture upon 
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appetite ratings and ad libitum intakes were assessed using a one-way repeated measures 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) for Tukey’s honestly significant differences. All results are 

reported at an error rate of 0.05. 

 

7.4 RESULTS 

7.4.1 Hedonic liking of preload test foods 

 As shown in Figure 7.2, no significant differences were observed in overall, taste, or 

texture liking ratings among preloads. Appearance liking of G2 was significantly greater than 

SS, but this did not appear to impact in-mouth ratings.  

 

 
Figure 7.2. Hedonic ratings of liking for preload test foods 
Letters indicate significant differences among means from results of analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD test 
with p-values <0.05 
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7.4.2 Changes in appetite ratings following preload and ad libitum meals 

 No significant differences were observed among sessions for hedonic or satisfaction 

ratings of the preload or ad libitum lunch and dessert, nor were there significant differences 

in sensory specific cravings (sweet, salty, savory, fatty) among session time points (data not 

shown). Changes in mental and physical hunger and fullness were gauged via six different 

VAS questions; all six are shown in Table 7.6 while Figure 7.3 shows visual changes in four 

of these categories. The only statistically significant differences among preloads were 

observed for “hunger” post-preload and “desire to eat” post-dessert (Table 7.6). Post-preload 

hunger ratings were significantly lower following G1 compared to SS. No differences were 

observed among hunger following F, SS, and G2 or among F, G1, and G2. Desire to eat 

ratings post-dessert were significantly lower for G2 compared to G1 but no differences were 

found among the remaining preloads.  

 Though few statistically significant differences were found among VAS ratings at 

each time point, one trend is worth mentioning: ratings following consumption of G2 

demonstrated consistently higher levels of fullness and lower levels of hunger, appetite, 

desire to eat, and empty stomach at all time points (Table 7.6, Figure 7.3).  
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Figure 7.3. Average changes in appetite ratings from baseline across three time points 
Letters indicate significant differences among means from results of analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD test 
with p-values <0.05 
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Table 7.6. Changes in appetite ratings from baseline after preload and ad libitum lunch and 
dessert 
n = 24 F SS G1 G2 
Hunger 

     Post-preload -7.8 ± 3.9ab -3.5 ± 3.6a -18.9 ± 3.4b -14.7 ± 3.8ab 

 Post-lunch -38.9 ± 4.2 -41.5 ± 4.5 -42.9 ± 4.0 -47.2 ± 4.5 
 Post-dessert -47.1 ± 4.7 -50.9 ± 5.7 -52.7 ± 3.8 -54.8 ± 5.3 

Fullness     
 Post-preload 15.1 ± 3.3 14.4 ± 3.3 15.0 ± 3.7 22.2 ± 4.5 
 Post-lunch 43.8 ± 5.6 48.9 ± 5.0 39.9 ± 4.6 52.5 ± 4.3 
 Post-dessert 54.4 ± 4.9 55.9 ± 5.5 50.2 ± 4.7 59.9 ± 4.9 

Appetite 
     Post-preload -5.8 ± 2.8 -7.5 ± 3.1 -11.5 ± 3.7 -13.3 ± 3.5 

 Post-lunch -27.9 ± 4.7 -38.3 ± 4.5 -29.0 ± 4.1 -38.8 ± 4.9 
 Post-dessert -32.8 ± 6.1 -48.7 ± 5.2 -40.4 ± 5.0 -47.8 ± 6.3 

Desire to eat 
 Post-preload -10.9 ± 3.1 -4.0 ± 2.7 -3.4 ± 4.5 -11.9 ± 2.8 
 Post-lunch -32.4 ±3.5 -37.1 ± 3.8 -25.3 ± 3.8 -37.7 ± 4.6 
 Post-dessert -45.8 ± 4.7ab -49.3 ± 5.5ab -41.3 ± 4.5a -54.2 ± 5.6b 

Empty stomach 
     Post-preload -15.9 ± 5.7 -14.2 ± 6.1 -10.4 ± 4.6 -15.9 ± 5.3 

 Post-lunch -44.5 ± 6.4 -49.7 ± 4.8 -36.8 ± 4.9 -49.6 ± 5.0 
 Post-dessert -47.5 ± 7.4 -52.1 ± 6.2 -43.3 ± 6.4 -54.7 ± 6.1 

Stuffed 
     Post-preload 11.6 ± 3.4 10.0 ± 3.1 10.0 ± 3.5 14.8 ± 3.2 

 Post-lunch 44.7 ± 4.5 45.8 ± 3.9 38.4 ± 3.2 46.0 ± 4.5 
 Post-dessert 51.2 ± 5.7ab 43.2 ± 6.3b 45.8 ± 5.1ab 58.0 ± 4.0a 

Letters indicate significant differences among means from results of analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD test with p-
values <0.05 
 
 
 
7.4.3 Impact of preload texture on ad libitum intake 

As shown in Table 7.7 and Figure 7.4, preload texture did not significantly influence 

the magnitude of lunch or dessert intake three hours post-session. Food intake following the 

fluid (F) preload was reliably the lowest for all ad libitum occasions. Participants were 

allowed to eat whatever and whenever they wanted in the three hours following each one-
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hour study session. While the majority of participants ate only small snacks or nothing at all, 

many did eat larger snacks and meals. Reported food intake post-session increased with 

increasing viscosity or firmness (F < SS < G1 < G2), but these differences were not 

statistically significant, perhaps due to the wide variation in unrestricted participant eating 

habits. Total ad libitum intake throughout the four-hour study also increased with increasing 

viscosity or firmness but significant differences were only observed when the F and G2 

preloads were directly compared. 

 
 
Table 7.7. Ad libitum intakes and standard errors following test food preloads 

 
F SS G1 G2 

Lunch (kJ) 3271 ± 668 3842 ± 761 3573 ± 784 3729 ± 729 
Dessert (kJ) 1413 ± 288 1644 ± 335 1466 ± 336 1641 ± 299 
3 hours post session (kJ) 216 ± 44 420 ± 133 436 ± 86 652 ± 89 
Total (kJ)* 4901 ± 476b 5906 ± 427 5475 ± 457 6023 ± 438a 

* Refers to food consumed in all ad libitum scenarios: lunch, dessert, and 3-hours post session 
Letters indicate significant differences among means from results of analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD test 
between F and G2 with p-values <0.05 
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Figure 7.4. Ad libitum intake following preloads or varying textures 
Letters indicate significant differences among means from results of analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD test 
between F and G2 with p-values <0.05 
 
 
 
7.5 DISCUSSION 

This study found that the mechanical texture of model food structures had few 

significant effects upon subsequent ratings of satiation or ad libitum intake. Null results were 

not expected; however, because satiation and satiety are influenced by countless physical, 

physiological, and psychological inputs, these observations are also not unprecedented. Flood 

and Rolls (2007) and Mattes (2005) both tested the effects of chunky v. pureed vegetable 

soups and reported no differences in satiation ratings or ad libitum intake.  

Though not statistically significant, the current study demonstrated increasing ad 

libitum intake with increasing preload viscosity or firmness. This observation may be 

explained by a mechanism called gastric sieving: Marciani et al. (2012) showed that 

heterogeneous components of a solid meal moved through the stomach at inconsistent 
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speeds, depending upon piece size, while a pureed liquid meal delayed gastric emptying, 

emptied at a consistent rate, and reduced hunger. On the other hand, the decreased appetite 

ratings for the firm solid gel preload may be attributed to a longer oral-sensory exposure time 

and the requirement of chewing, both of which have been found to increase satiation and to 

decrease food intake (Forde et al., 2013b; Mattes and Considine, 2013b; Miquel-Kergoat et 

al., 2015). 

To our knowledge, wide ranges of model food textures (fluid, semisolid, solid) have 

not been directly compared within the same satiation and satiety investigations. Meal 

replacement products often serve as real foods that provide a range in textures. For example, 

solid nutritional bars have been shown to increase satiation (Leidy et al., 2010; Stull et al., 

2008; Tieken et al., 2007) and to reduce ad libitum intake (Stull et al., 2008) when compared 

to liquid meal replacement beverages. A few research groups have adjusted texture of fruits 

or dairy products by grinding, juicing, or thickening (Flood-Obbagy and Rolls, 2009; Mattes 

and Campbell, 2009; Mourao et al., 2007). They found that the solid versions increase 

satiation and satiety more than their semisolid or liquid counterparts. 

Table 7.8 outlines 22 studies with comparable experimental designs and goals to the 

present study. Sixteen of these studies had less than 50 subjects and preload energy contents 

varied from 100-1200 kJ for snacks and 900-5000 kJ for meals or meal replacements. The 

majority of studies found no significant difference among preload textures for one of the 

measured outcomes (appetite ratings or ad libitum intake). All but three studies found that 

either appetite ratings or ad libitum intakes decreased with increasing preload viscosity or 

firmness; only one study observed the opposite trend (Santangelo et al., 1998). However, 
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only two studies monitored differences in oro-sensory time among preloads. Of the studies in 

Table 7.8, Tang et al. (2016) and Juvonen et al. (2011) are the most similar designs to the 

current study, due to their use of unfamiliar preloads. Tang et al. (2016) found decreased ad 

libitum intake with increasing textural complexity of a 175 kJ agar/gelatin gel and Juvonen et 

al. (2011) reported increased ratings of fullness following a solid, 960 kJ casein gel compared 

to a liquid casein drink. Because other studies using unfamiliar model food systems have 

reported differences in satiation and satiety, it is possible that the small volume (35 g), low 

energy value (64 kJ), or relatively low protein content (4 g) of the preloads in the current 

study were not enough to influence satiation ratings or subsequent food consumption. As 

indicated in the methods, the amount of sample was limited by the unfamiliar texture of the 

semisolid and concern that consuming more would lower hedonic ratings. Though 

carbohydrates (sucrose) or lipids could be added to the system to increase caloric content and 

overall liking, this would modify temporal taste, flavor, and textural (mouthfeel) perception 

due to varying rates of food breakdown. Additionally, protein content could be increased to 

10-20 g/serving with the goal of increasing satiety; however, this high concentration of 

protein molecules would have limited the range of potential food structures textures. 

Given the variability observed in the current study, a power analysis indicated that a 

future study should expand the subject pool from 24 to 40-50 participants. Future work 

should focus on formulating a complete model system based on macronutrient-matched real 

foods that range in texture from fluids to semisolids to solids. The whey protein model used 

in the current study can serve as a base for sweetener or flavor addition to increase the caloric 
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content, desirability, and acceptability ratings, which could allow for an increase in the 

preload portion size. 
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Table 7.8. Studies comparing appetite ratings and ad libitum intakes following consumption 
for foods of increasing viscosity or firmness 

     
Observed changes with 

increasing 
viscosity/firmness 

 

Study Subjects Food type 
Textural 
modification 

Energy 
(kJ) 

Appetite 
ratings 

Ad 
libitum 
intake 

Controlled 
eating 
time? 

Bertenshaw 
et al. (2013) 26 Beverage Viscosity 1255  fullness ¯ No 
Mars et al. 
(2009) 22 Yogurt Viscosity 628 — NS No 

McCrickerd 
et al. (2012) 25 Yogurt drinks Viscosity 100-355 

 expected 
satiety, 
fullness — No 

Zhu et al. 
(2013) 15 

Semisolid 
dessert Viscosity 1674 

 fullness 
¯ hunger NS No 

Mattes and 
Rothacker 
(2001) 84 

Shake 
beverage Viscosity 920 ¯ hunger NS No 

Hogenkamp 
et al. (2012) 53 Dairy foods Viscosity 418 

 expected 
satiety ¯ No 

Zijlstra et al. 
(2009a) 32 Dairy foods Viscosity 418 

 fullness 
¯ appetite NS No 

Zijlstra et al. 
(2008) 108 Dairy foods Viscosity 418 NS ¯ No 
Tsuchiya et 
al. (2006) 32 Yogurt Viscosity 837 

¯ hunger 
 fullness NS No 

Flood-
Obbagy and 
Rolls (2009) 58 Apples 

Solid, 
semisolid, 
liquid 523 

¯ hunger  
 fullness ¯ No 

Mattes and 
Campbell 
(2009) 40 Apples 

Solid, 
semisolid, 
liquid 1255 

¯ hunger 
 fullness NS No 

Mattes 
(2005) 31 

Apple, 
chicken, 
peanut Solid, liquid 1255 

¯ hunger 
 fullness NS No 

Mourao et al. 
(2007) 120 

Coconut, 
watermelon, 
dairy Solid, liquid 523-941 NS ¯ No 

Forde et al. 
(2013) 40 

Steak, 
vegetables 

Solid, 
semisolid 5230 — 

NS 
unless 
 
savory 
taste Measured 

Santangelo et 
al. (1998) 8 Vegetables Solid, liquid 2510 

 desire to 
eat 
¯ fullness — No 

Flood and 
Rolls (2007) 60 Vegetables 

Solid, 
particulate, 
liquid 628 NS NS No 

Martens et 
al. (2011) 10 Chicken Solid, liquid 1569  hunger — No 
Juvonen et 
al. (2011) 8 Casein Solid, liquid 962  fullness — No 
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Table 7.8 continued 
 

Stull et al. 
(2008) 24 

Meal 
replacement Solid, liquid 2301 ¯ hunger ¯ No 

Leidy et al. 
(2010) 43 

Meal 
replacement Solid, liquid 1087-2217 

¯ hunger 
 fullness — No 

Tieken et al. 
(2007) 9 

Meal 
replacement Solid, liquid 920 ¯ hunger — No 

Zijlstra et al. 
(2010) 106 

Meat, 
confections Soft, hard 418-1673 NS NS No 

Tang et al. 
(2016) 38 

Gelatin, agar 
gels Complexity 175 NS ¯ Yes 

NS indicates no significance; — indicates parameter was not measured 
 
 
7.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 This study presents the first all protein model food encompassing fluid, semisolid, 

and solid textures. Increases in preload viscosity or gel firmness were expected to decrease 

appetite ratings and ad libitum intake; however, no significant differences in appetite ratings 

or ad libitum intake were observed among food textures. The firmest solid preload had the 

highest sustained ratings of fullness. Contrasting with this observation, ad libitum intake in 

the three hours post-study increased with increasing preload viscosity or gel firmness. 
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CHAPTER 8: 
Executive summary and future outlook 
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RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 

 The study of oral processing requires a multi-disciplinary approach, encompassing 

food physical properties (food and material sciences), oral biology (dentistry, physiology, 

neurology), and temporal perceptions of taste, flavor, texture, and liking (sensory science, 

psychology). The series of studies presented here is one of the first to integrate these fields: a 

high protein model food system spanning fluid, semisolid, and soft solid textures was 

designed, characterized, and used to examine the impacts of food texture upon oral 

processing and health. Additionally, a user-friendly tongue tracking method was developed, 

calibrated, and validated and is the first method of this kind to account for tongue rotations in 

addition to recording translational movement.  

 Muscle activity and jaw and tongue movements were found to increase with 

increasing food viscosity or firmness. Muscle activity and jaw movements significantly 

differentiated among fluid, semisolid, soft solid and firm solid textures while tongue 

movements significantly differentiated only between fluid-like and solid-like textures. The 

addition of particulates to a pureed semisolid food was found to drive oral processing 

behaviors, while addition of lipids to the semisolid base did not significantly change oral 

processing patterns. Subjects could be categorized as fast and slow eaters: slow eaters 

exhibited larger ranges of tongue movement and more jaw and tongue cycle repetitions than 

fast eaters across all food textures. These observations may indicate individual differences in 

acceptable food particle size at swallow or that slow eaters extend and modify their eating 

behaviors in search of a more desirable texture.  
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 A human clinical trial found no significant differences in appetite ratings or ad 

libitum intake following consumption of fluid, semisolid or soft solid model foods. However, 

ad libitum intake in the three hours post-session increased with increasing preload viscosity 

or firmness. The low caloric content and small volume of the model foods may have masked 

any significant differences among samples.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

 The majority of oral processing research to date has focused on aggregate parameters 

of movements, summarizing the entire consumption event in one value. The temporal 

changes in taste, flavor, and textural perceptions during eating drive the variations in oral 

processing behaviors both between different foods and among people. Thus, future research 

should aim to characterize temporal patterns and shapes of jaw and tongue movements 

throughout the entire eating sequence. The ability to identify and analyze jaw and tongue 

cycles during the initial, middle, and end of oral processing, as well as characterizing cycles 

specific or necessary to certain food textures, will be seminal in this field.  

Designing studies to determine the impact of food texture on satiation and satiety are 

difficult due to the many variables that must be held constant across test food conditions. The 

approximate magnitudes of both caloric contents and flavor/taste intensities must be 

maintained across food textures, which is not always possible when, for example, perceived 

magnitude and temporal sweetness intensities differ across food textures with identical sugar 

concentrations (and thus caloric contents). A compromise must be found between model 

foods, designed with matching sensory and caloric characteristics, and real foods 
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representative of real world eating conditions. Both snacks and meals with diverse and 

realistic components should be investigated across larger numbers of subjects (40-60 people).  
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APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A: Statistical hierarchical clustering of subjects for oral processing parameters 
of protein-fruit purees 

 
 
Table A.1. Differences in mean values of eating parameters for control puree across three 
subject clusters 
Overall means Cluster 1a 

6 subjects 
Cluster 1b 
4 subjects 

Cluster 2 
2 subjects 

p-value 

Eating time (s) 3.9c 5.4b 10.2a <0.0001 
Chews 0b 0.9b 6.3a <0.0001 
Total muscle activity     
 TA  0.15b 0.17b 0.37a 0.0003 
 MM 0.17b 0.21b 0.33a 0.0006 
 DA 0.30b 0.33b 0.46a 0.0010 
Total jaw movement     
 Vertical (mm) 22c 46b 71a <0.0001 
 Anterior-posterior (mm) 18b 67a 77a <0.0001 
 Lateral (mm) 16b 37ab 67a 0.0008 
Total tongue movement     
 Vertical (mm) 77b 71b 197a 0.0094 
 Anterior-posterior (mm) 117b 215b 701a <0.0001 
 Lateral (mm) 97b 213b 685a <0.0001 
 Sagittal rotation (°) 142b 239b 633a <0.0001 
 Frontal rotation (°) 248b 396b 1227a <0.0001 
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Table A.2. Differences in mean values of eating parameters for added fat puree across three 
subject clusters 
Overall means Cluster 1a 

4 subjects 
Cluster 1b 
4 subjects 

Cluster 2 
4 subjects 

p-value 

Eating time (s) 4.3b 5.4b 7.8a <0.0001 
Chews 0.1b 0.6b 6.6a <0.0001 
Total muscle activity     
 TA  0.10b 0.25a 0.31a 0.0003 
 MM 0.13b 0.30a 0.32a 0.0002 
 DA 0.34a 0.46a 0.35a 0.0425 
Total jaw movement     
 Vertical (mm) 26b 41b 82a <0.0001 
 Anterior-posterior (mm) 18b 68a 73a <0.0001 
 Lateral (mm) 20b 44ab 52a 0.0073 
Total tongue movement     
 Vertical (mm) 51b 64b 133a 0.0049 
 Anterior-posterior (mm) 103b 148b 414a <0.0001 
 Lateral (mm) 75b 134b 574a 0.0047 
 Sagittal rotation (°) 95b 171b 618a <0.0001 
 Frontal rotation (°) 192b 300b 932a <0.0001 
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Table A.3. Differences in mean values of eating parameters for added oats puree across three 
subject clusters 
Overall means Cluster 1 

4 subjects 
Cluster 2 
8 subjects 

p-value 

Eating time (s) 7.3b 16.0a <0.0001 
Chews 3.4b 10.8a 0.00 
Total muscle activity    
 TA  0.90a 0.92a 0.65 
 MM 0.86a 0.92a 0.23 
 DA 0.86a 0.93a 0.17 
Total jaw movement    
 Vertical (mm) 54b 166a <0.0001 
 Anterior-posterior (mm) 73b 166a 0.00 
 Lateral (mm) 63b 170a <0.0001 
Total tongue movement    
 Vertical (mm) 117b 265a 0.01 
 Anterior-posterior (mm) 313b 918a 0.00 
 Lateral (mm) 257b 927a 0.00 
 Sagittal rotation (°) 392b 1508a 0.00 
 Frontal rotation (°) 597b 2052a <0.0001 
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APPENDIX B: Clinical Trial Questionnaire 

Questionnaire used in satiation and satiety clinical trial: 

Welcome to the study! 
During this session you will be asked to do the following: 
 

1. Report what you ate for breakfast this morning 
2. Answer a series of questions related to your mood and appetite 
3. Eat a snack 
4. Answer a series of questions related to your mood and appetite 
5. Eat lunch (as much or as little as you like) 
6. Answer a series of questions related to your mood and appetite 
7. Eat a dessert (as much or as little as you like) 
8. Answer a series of questions related to your mood and appetite 
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Select the time you ate breakfast today: 
1. Before 7:00 am 
2. 7:00 am 
3. 7:15 am 
4. 7:30 am 
5. 7:45 am 
6. 8:00 am 
7. 8:15 am 
8. 8:30 am 
9. 8:45 am 
10. 9:00 am 
11. After 9:00 am 

 
What kind of food(s) and how much did you eat for breakfast today? 
 
Food type:     Amount (in cups or package measurement): 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
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How to use the scales in this study: 
This study will ask you to rate the intensity of different variables on two types of scales.  
Please read the examples shown below to familiarize yourself with the scales. 
 
Example 1.  
The person in Example 1 was first asked to “ Rate the amount of pain incurred from stepping 
on a Lego.” They marked above the center of the scale because stepping on a Lego hurts a 
little bit. They were then asked to “Rate your desire to be a Senator.” The person marked 
closer to “None” because they don’t want a career in politics. You can select any point 
along the scale, including the end points. 
 
Rate the amount of pain you feel when you step on a Lego 

 
  

  
 

Rate your desire to be a Senator 
 

 
 
 

 
Example 2. 
The person in Example 2 was first asked to “Rate how much you like NC State basketball.” 
The person put a mark on “like extremely” because they really like NC State basketball. The 
person was then asked “Rate how much you like bluegrass music.” They marked “dislike 
slightly” because they don’t like bluegrass music very much. You can only select the 
labeled points on the scale (not between points). 
 
 

Rate how much you like NC State basketball 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Rate how much you like bluegrass music  
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12:00 pm 
Please answer the following questions before you receive your snack. Remember to base 
your feelings on how you feel right now. 
 
 
How ALERT do you feel? 

 
 

 
 
How ANXIOUS do you feel? 

 
 

  
 

 
How CALM do you feel? 

 
 

   
     
How CLEARHEADED do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How HAPPY do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How TIRED do you feel? 
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Rate your current feeling of fullness 
 

 
 

    
Rate your current feeling of hunger 

 
 

 
 
Rate your current appetite 
 

 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat any food 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels empty 
 

 
 

 
Rate your satisfaction with the food you last ate 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels stuffed 
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Rate your current desire to eat something sweet 
 

 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something salty 

 
 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something savory 

 
 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat something fatty 
 

 
 

 
 
12:05 pm 
Please consume your snack and mini water bottle.  
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12:15 pm 
 
Please rate the snack according to the following attributes. 
 
Rate your overall liking of the snack you just ate 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the snack appearance 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the snack taste 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the snack texture 
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Please answer the following questions. Remember to base your feelings on how you feel 
right now. 
 
How ALERT do you feel? 

 
 

 
 
How ANXIOUS do you feel? 

 
 

  
 

 
How CALM do you feel? 

 
 

   
     
How CLEARHEADED do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How HAPPY do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How TIRED do you feel? 
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Rate your current feeling of fullness 
 

 
 

    
Rate your current feeling of hunger 

 
 

 
 
Rate your current appetite 
 

 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat any food 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels empty 
 

 
 

 
Rate your satisfaction with the food you last ate 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels stuffed 
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Rate your current desire to eat something sweet 
 

 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something salty 

 
 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something savory 

 
 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat something fatty 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
12:20 pm 
Please tell the technician you are ready for lunch. Eat as much or as little food as you like 
until you are comfortably satisfied. If you would like a second helping, request one from the 
technician. 
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12:35 pm  
 
Please rate your lunch according to the following attributes. 
 
Rate your overall liking of the lunch you just ate 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the lunch appearance 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the lunch taste 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the lunch texture 
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Please answer the following questions. Remember to base your feelings on how you feel 
right now. 
 
How ALERT do you feel? 

 
 

 
 
How ANXIOUS do you feel? 

 
 

  
 

 
How CALM do you feel? 

 
 

   
     
How CLEARHEADED do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How HAPPY do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How TIRED do you feel? 
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Rate your current feeling of fullness 
 

 
 

    
Rate your current feeling of hunger 

 
 

 
 
Rate your current appetite 
 

 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat any food 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels empty 
 

 
 

 
Rate your satisfaction with the food you last ate 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels stuffed 
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Rate your current desire to eat something sweet 
 

 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something salty 

 
 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something savory 

 
 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat something fatty 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
12:40 pm 
Please tell the technician you are ready for dessert. Eat as much or as little food as you like 
until you are comfortably satisfied. If you would like a second helping, request one from the 
technician. 
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12:55 pm  
 
Please rate your dessert according to the following attributes. 
 
Rate your overall liking of the dessert you just ate 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the dessert appearance 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the dessert taste 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Rate your liking of the dessert texture 
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Please answer the following questions. Remember to base your feelings on how you feel 
right now. 
 
How ALERT do you feel? 

 
 

 
 
How ANXIOUS do you feel? 

 
 

  
 

 
How CALM do you feel? 

 
 

   
     
How CLEARHEADED do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How HAPPY do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How TIRED do you feel? 
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Rate your current feeling of fullness 
 

 
 

    
Rate your current feeling of hunger 

 
 

 
 
Rate your current appetite 
 

 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat any food 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels empty 
 

 
 

 
Rate your satisfaction with the food you last ate 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels stuffed 
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Rate your current desire to eat something sweet 
 

 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something salty 

 
 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something savory 

 
 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat something fatty 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for participating today!  
 
Remember to take a post-study packet and: 

1. Record any food or beverage you consume between now and 4 pm (type of food, 
amount eaten, and time eaten) and the time at which you consume it. 

2. Answer the questions included in the packet at 4 pm today 
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Appetite Study 
4:00 pm post-session questions 
 
Panelist code: appetite ____  
Time: _________________  
 
If you ate or drank anything between 1 pm (after leaving the study session) and 4 pm, please 
list the time of consumption, type of food, and quantity below. 
Example: 3:45 pm, Ritz crackers, 5 pieces 
     3:45 pm, Cheddar cheese, 2 oz 
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Time 
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
 
 
Food type 
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
 
 
Quantity 
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  

____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
____________________  
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4:00 pm 
Please answer the following questions. Remember to base your feelings on how you feel 
right now. 
 
 
How ALERT do you feel? 

 
 

 
 
How ANXIOUS do you feel? 

 
 

  
 

 
How CALM do you feel? 

 
 

   
     
How CLEARHEADED do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How HAPPY do you feel? 

 
 
 

 
How TIRED do you feel? 
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Rate your current feeling of fullness 
 

 
 

    
Rate your current feeling of hunger 

 
 

 
 
Rate your current appetite 
 

 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat any food 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels empty 
 

 
 

 
Rate your satisfaction with the food you last ate 
 

 
 

 
Rate the extent to which your stomach currently feels stuffed 
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Rate your current desire to eat something sweet 
 

 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something salty 

 
 
 

 
Rate your current desire to eat something savory 

 
 
 
 

Rate your current desire to eat something fatty 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 


